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Summary
This thesis addresses the problem of graphically modeling and animating the realistic
behavior of materials that can undergo fracture due to deformation-induced stress.
Using an approach based on linear elastic fracture mechanics and non-linear finite el-
ement analysis, three-dimensional volumes are modeled using a mesh of tetrahedral
elements. By analyzing the stresses created as the mesh deforms, the simulation
determines where cracks should begin and in what directions they should propa-
gate. The system accommodates arbitrary propagation directions by dynamically
retesselating the mesh. Because cracks are not limited to element boundaries, the
models can form irregularly shaped features as they shatter. This technique over-
comes limitations of previous methods that made it difficult to represent the shape
of the fracture’s surface. Results are presented to demonstrate that this method can




The task of specifying the motion of even a simple animated object, like a bounc-
ing ball, is surprisingly difficult. In part, the task is difficult because humans are
very skilled at observing movement and quickly detect motion that is unnatural or
implausible. Additionally, the motion of many objects is complex and specifying
their movement requires a huge amount of data. For example, a piece of cloth can
bend and twist in a wide variety of ways, and the breaking bunny statue shown in
Figure 1.1 involves many hundreds of individual shards.
Three primary techniques exist for generating synthetic motion: keyframing, mo-
tion capture, and procedural methods. Both keyframing and motion capture require
that the motion be specified by some external source while procedural methods use
an algorithm to automatically compute original motion. Many procedural methods
are based on informal heuristics, but a subclass known as physically based modeling
makes use of numerical simulations of physical systems to generate synthetic mo-
tion of virtual objects. With the introduction of simulated water in Antz [54] and
1
Figure 1.1: Shattered bunny sequence – These images show the results of using
the technique described in this thesis to simulate the behavior of a hollow, ceramic
bunny as it is struck by a heavy, fast-moving weight.
clothing in Stuart Little [55], physically based modeling was clearly demonstrated to
be a viable technique for commercial animation.
Physically based modeling has proven to be especially effective for animating
passive systems which model inanimate objects without an internal source of energy.
The advantage of using simulation for passive objects is not surprising, as they tend
to have many degrees of freedom, making keyframing or motion capture difficult.
Furthermore, while passive objects are often essential to the plot of an animation
and to the appearance or mood of a piece, they are not characters and do not require
the same control over the subtle details of the motion. Therefore, simulations in
which the motion is controlled only by initial conditions, physical equations, and
material parameters are often sufficient to produce appealing animations of passive
objects. A few examples of passive systems that have been successfully modeled with
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physically based simulation include water [17, 28], smoke and other gases [70, 18],
sand and other ground surfaces [59, 33], cloth and clothing [9, 68, 65], and hair [26].
Although physically based simulation has been used to model a wide range of passive
phenomena, the problem of modeling fracture has not been extensively addressed
in the computer graphics literature.
The research described in this thesis addresses the problem of automatically gen-
erating realistic synthetic motion for three-dimensional solid objects that can break,
crack, or tear. The objects to be animated are modeled using a fast, tetrahedral
finite element method that employs linear shape functions within the elements. A
nonlinear strain metric is employed with a linear elastic stress-to-strain relationship
that has been modified to account for plastic deformation. In order to model frac-
ture initiation and propagation, a metric, the separation tensor, has been developed
to encode information about the forces acting on the nodes in the mesh. The sep-
aration tensor provides information about when and where a failure should occur
as well as the orientation of the failure plane. The system accommodates arbitrary
propagation directions by dynamically restructuring the mesh. Because cracks are
not limited to the original element boundaries, the objects can form irregularly
shaped shards and edges as they shatter.
Although problems similar to the one addressed in this thesis have been investi-
gated in other engineering fields, the methods developed here are unique. The differ-
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ences arise because the requirements in graphics and engineering contexts are very
different. Engineering applications require that the simulation predict real-world
behaviors accurately. In computer animation, simulations of physical phenomena
are tools that allow the animator to realize a preconceived behavior. As a result,
numerical accuracy is less important and issues relating to visual appearance, ease of
use, and computational efficiency become critical. The techniques described in this
thesis draw heavily from the fields of fracture mechanics and finite element analysis,
however, these different requirements allow simulation techniques for computer an-
imation to make use of simplifications that may be unacceptable in an engineering
context.
The specific contributions of this thesis to the field of computer graphics are
• A demonstration that simulation is a viable animation technique for phenom-
ena such as fracture where the motion is too complex to be animated using
other techniques.
• A finite element model for elastic and plastic deformation that, although not
new to other fields, improves upon previous techniques in the field of computer
graphics.
• Introduction of the separation tensor as the basis for a method of determining
where a material failure should occur and the orientation of the resulting
fracture plane.
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• A dynamic re-meshing procedure that can be used to refine an existing tetra-
hedral finite element mesh and that allows fracture propagation in arbitrary
directions independent of the original mesh.
• Several optimizations for using bounding hierarchies to detect collisions be-
tween, and self-collisions within, deforming objects of changing topology, and
a robust method for responding to collisions.
The following chapters detail these contributions and the results obtained from
their implementation. Chapter 2 discusses the relevant previous work. Chapter 3
describes the deformation model that is used to model the basic behavior of a ma-
terial. The discussion includes both the description of the material as a continuous
medium as well as the finite element discretization of the continuous formulation.
Chapter 4 focuses on the primary contributions of this thesis which are the failure
criteria and the procedures for dynamically re-meshing the finite element mesh to
accommodate a fracture. Chapter 5 describes techniques for detecting collisions
along with a robust collision response method. Chapter 6 presents the results that
have been obtained with these methods and addresses the issue of evaluating meth-





Although this thesis describes a technique for generating motion for computer ani-
mation, it does so by adopting an approach that is very similar to analysis techniques
that have been used in other fields such as mechanical engineering. Thus, not only
is previous work in the field of computer graphics relevant, but so to is previous
work that has been done in other fields, particularly the field of fracture mechanics.
2.1 Computer Graphics and Animation
Two papers in the computer graphics literature describe methods for modeling dy-
namic, deformation-induced fracture. In 1988, Terzopoulos and Fleischer [63, 64]
presented a general technique for modeling viscoelastic and plastic deformations.
Their method used three fundamental metric tensors to define energy functions that
measured deformation over curves, surfaces, and volumes. These energy functions
provided the basis for a continuous deformation model that they simulated using
several different discretization methods. One of their methods employed a finite
6
Figure 2.1: Image from “Deformable models” – This image demonstrates the
technique of Terzopoulos and Fleischer [63] being used to model a sheet of cloth that
can be torn. Used with permission.
differencing technique defined by controlled continuity splines [62]. This formula-
tion allowed them to demonstrate how a limited range of fracture effects could be
animated by setting the elastic coefficients between adjacent nodes to zero whenever
the distance between the nodes reached a threshold. They demonstrated this tech-
nique with square sheets of flexible material that could be torn apart. An example
of the results they achieved with their method is shown in Figure 2.1.
In 1991, Norton and his colleagues presented a technique for animating 3D solid
objects that broke when subjected to large strains [46]. Using their technique, they
animated a teapot that shattered when dropped onto a table. (See Figure 2.2.) The
technique employed a mass and spring system to model the behavior of the object.
When the distance between two attached mass points exceeded a threshold, the
simulation severed the spring connection between them. Because mass and spring
7
Figure 2.2: Image from “Tipsy Turvy” – This image, taken from the computer
animation “Tipsy Turvy,” shows a teapot breaking as it falls onto a hard table. The
animation was generated using the mass and spring based technique developed by
Norton et al. [46]. Used with permission.
systems do not provide a direct way of resisting shear or bending, they constructed
their mesh as a diagonally braced lattice. To avoid having flexible strings of partially
connected material hanging from the object, their simulation broke an entire cube
of springs at once, and the object would break apart into block-shaped fragments.
There are two significant problems with these methods. First, when the mate-
rial fails, the exact location and orientation of the fracture is not known. Rather
the failure is defined as the entire connection between two existing nodes, and the
orientation of the fracture plane is left undefined. As a result, the range of effects
that these techniques can realistically model is limited to those that occur on a scale
much larger than the inter-node spacing.
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The second problem is that because the fracture boundary is defined in terms of
the initial structure, in these approaches it is subject to directional artifacts similar
to the “jaggies” that occur when rasterizing a polygonal edge. These artifacts are
particularly noticeable if the discretization follows a regular pattern, and they are
easily discernible in both the sheets shown in [63], and the teapot in [46]. If an
irregular grid is used, then the artifacts may be partially masked, but the fractures
will still be forced onto a path that follows the element boundaries and the results
may appear unnatural.
Other relevant research in the computer graphics literature includes techniques
for modeling static crack patterns and fractures induced by explosions. Hirota and
colleagues described how phenomena such as the static crack patterns created by
drying mud can be modeled using a mass and spring system attached to an immobile
substrate [22]. The technique is essentially the same as the one of Terzopoulos and
Fleischer with the addition of a set of anchored springs that model the substrate.
Mazarak et al. used a voxel-based approach to model solid objects that break
apart when they encounter a spherical blast wave [40]. Fractures along a regular,
rectilinear lattice are created using a heuristic based on the strength of a spherical
blast wave. Another technique for modeling explosions is that of Neff and Fiume [43].
They use a recursive pattern generator to divide a planar region into polygonal
shards that fly apart when acted on by a spherical blast wave.
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Figure 2.3: Images from “Fast and Controllable Simulation of the Shat-
tering of Brittle Objects” – This image demonstrates the technique of Smith,
Witkin, and Baraff [57] being used to model a glazed ceramic bowl. Used with
permission.
More recently Smith, Witkin, and Baraff have described a technique that makes
use of constraint methods to model rigid objects1 that can crack when subjected to
large external forces [57]. The object is modeled as a set of rigid elements that are
held together by constraint forces, and the fracture is assumed to occur under static
loading conditions. Because the individual elements are rigid and the constraints
prevent them from moving with respect to each other, the object cannot deform
and it moves like a rigid body. When the magnitude of one of the forces required
to enforce a constraint exceeds a threshold, the constraint is removed and fracture
is created in the object. An example of the results they achieved with their method
is shown in Figure 2.3.
1The authors characterize the class of materials that can be modeled with their method as
elastic because the materials are rigid and do not deform. However, this rationale is incorrect in
that a material’s elasticity and rigidity are separate parameters. In fact, their method can only
model materials that are completely rigid. Additionally, because elasticity is defined in terms of
the relationship between stress and strain (deformation), the classification of a completely rigid
material as elastic or inelastic is poorly defined.
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The advantage of this constraint based approach is that it is relatively fast.
However, because the objects cannot deform, they act like perfectly rigid and ideally
elastic objects. As a result the model can only represent a limited range of behaviors.
Because the model cannot represent deformation, it cannot model materials, such as
rubber, that deform elastically prior to failure. Nor can it model materials such as
plastics or most metals that deform plastically. Plastic deformation is particularly
important because it plays a critical role in fracture, and it is one of the key factors in
determining if a material fractures in a way that would commonly be called tearing
or cracking. Furthermore, because the model does not account for the non-rigid
dynamics of the object it cannot model dynamic, or rapid, fracture. Situations
with moving impacts, such as a glass dropping onto the floor, exhibit dynamic
fracture characteristics. Also, because the deformation dynamics are not modeled,
the motion of the fragments after the object has fractured will be incorrect.
A final limitation is that the elements are treated as atomic components so that,
as with the methods of Terzopoulos and Fleischer and of Norton et al., the object
can only break apart along predetermined boundaries. Because the object is divided
into elements using a Delaunay tetrahedralization of a quasi-random point set, the
boundaries are not regular. Nevertheless, significant artifacts are noticeable in the
results generated with the technique.
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2.2 Fracture Mechanics
Fracture has been studied extensively in the mechanics literature. The research pa-
pers in this field often focus on specific, controlled situations where the assumptions
employed in deriving the model are valid. These situations fall into one of four
categories depending on whether the crack is static or dynamic, and whether the
external forces are static or dynamic [4]. Of these, only the situation where both the
crack and the external forces are dynamic is relevant to the problem of animating
breaking objects. Additionally, even among those techniques that address dynamic
fracture under dynamic conditions, many make use of assumptions that are too
restrictive to be used in a general animation context.
In his survey article, Nishioka [44] states that there are three primary discretiza-
tion methods, finite difference, finite elements, and boundary elements, and several
other less commonly used methods including the discrete element method, the finite
volume method, and the element-free Galerkin method. Of the techniques described
in his survey paper, finite difference, finite elements, and the element-free Galerkin
method appear to be the most applicable to computer graphics because they can be
used to model networks of multiple three-dimensional cracks. The work described
in this thesis makes use of a finite element method.
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The finite difference method makes use of numerical differentiation, finite differ-
encing, to compute material derivatives over a regular grid or lattice. Early work
in fracture mechanics made use of this technique, but because it is not well-suited
for representing irregular geometries it has been largely abandoned in favor of other
techniques [44, 4, 31]. Additionally, unless the fracture is aligned with the lattice, or
is static, the finite difference method does not provide a way to represent the exact
location of the discontinuity and the fracture boundary is subject to the directional
artifacts described above.
The finite element method divides the material into a set of disjoint elements
that tile the object being modeled. Material derivatives are computed from shape
functions that interpolate the material within an element. Because there is a great
deal of freedom in how the elements are designed and how additional forces may
be introduced to the system, the finite element method has been widely used for
modeling fracture problems.
For many finite element techniques, the crack’s path is predetermined, and the
mesh is built so that element boundaries or specialized elements lie along this path.
(See for example [42, 32, 52, 66, 24, 45, 3, 10] and [44, 4] for further discussion.) These
techniques are not suitable for computer animation because one of the main reasons
for using physically based modeling is to avoid the need to specify where the object
should break. Other techniques make use of very fine meshes in the regions where
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the crack is expected to develop, and snap the crack to existing element boundaries.
(See for example [71] and again [44, 4] for further discussion.) These methods are
not suitable for computer graphics because the extremely high resolution meshes are
also extremely expensive computationally and because the regions where cracks are
expected to develop must still be specified. Furthermore, some of these techniques
make use of rectilinear grids, and as demonstrated by previous graphics techniques,
viewers tend to be highly sensitive to the directional artifacts that result from forcing
the fracture to existing element boundaries.
Techniques that allow fractures to propagate in arbitrary directions have more
promise in terms of their being applicable to computer graphics. Within the frame-
work of finite elements, propagation in arbitrary directions may be modeled by
dynamically re-meshing an object as the crack advances. Swenson and Ingraffea [61]
describe a method for locally re-meshing a two-dimensional domain as a crack moves
through it. Their technique makes use of triangular elements. The crack tip is sur-
rounded by an octagonal region that is triangulated radially from a central node
located at the crack tip. As the tip advances, the central node moves with the
octagonal region and the eight surrounding triangles are distorted to accommodate
this motion. When the direction of the crack changes, or the tip comes close to
the boundary of the octagonal region, an area with twice the radius of the octag-
onal region is re-meshed. The authors state that their re-meshing technique is not
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robust, and occasional user interaction is required when the re-meshing occurs. Fur-
thermore, the technique may encounter difficulty if the crack turns more than once
within a distance equal to the radius of the octagonal region.
Rashid [53] has proposed a finite element alternative to re-meshing for two-
dimensional systems. The techniques overlays a special mesh patch around the
crack tip in a two-dimensional quadrilateral mesh. This patch is designed to ac-
commodate the tip of the crack and the region of the crack immediately following
the tip. As the crack advances through the material, the patch is moved to stay
over the crack tip. Elements of the mesh that are partially overlapped by the patch
or that are intersected by the trailing crack are modeled using a special integration
scheme. Although this technique is developed assuming infinitesimal strains, the
author states that it could be extended to handle the general case.
The element-free Galerkin method [11, 37, 58] is a mesh-less technique for mod-
eling material behavior. Like the finite difference and finite element methods, a set
of nodes is distributed throughout the area/volume of the object being modeled.
The deformed state at any given evaluation point in the material is defined by fit-
ting a moving least-squares approximation to the nodes in a local area about the
point. A node’s contribution to the least-squares approximation is controlled by a
weight that is a function of the node’s location relative to the evaluation point. An
explicit representation of the boundary is maintained, and fractures are created by
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extending or creating internal boundaries. A node’s weight at an evaluation point
is adjusted to account for any intervening boundaries.
The chief advantage of the element-free Galerkin method is that it is able to
handle changes to the object boundary, or refinement by the creation of new nodes
without complicated re-meshing. The two main disadvantages of the method are
related to the moving least-squares approximation. Because each evaluation point
requires computing a least-squares fit to the surrounding node and determining
obstructions due to boundary inclusions, the method has a relatively high compu-
tational cost. Additionally, the least-squares fit is not an interpolant as it does not
actually pass through the node points, and as a result essential boundary condi-
tions must be satisfied using constraints. Because the benefits of the element-free
Galerkin method are only relevant around a growing crack, research has been done
to build hybrid methods that couple finite element and element-free Galerkin models
together [12].
The technique presented in this thesis is a finite element method that makes use
of tetrahedral elements with linear shape functions. Because the shape functions
are linear, the mesh results in an object description that is only C0 continuous.
This lack of continuity results in errors that would probably be unacceptable for
predictive applications. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the linear elements
have several advantages over smoother elements in terms of their computational
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efficiency. Because an animation method must be essentially autonomous, the re-
meshing is designed to operate without any user input. It is also designed to be
able to handle complex networks of intersecting cracks, whereas the methods listed
above are intended for situations where a single crack is studied in isolation.
2.3 Molecular Dynamics
While the techniques found in the field of fracture mechanics abstract away from
individual particles and treat the material as a continuum, molecular dynamics
simulations focus on the individual molecules or atoms that comprise a material.
The material behavior, including how it fractures, emerges from the interactions
of millions or even hundreds of millions of particles that each represent a single
molecule or atom.
This type of simulation is free from nearly all the assumptions and approxima-
tions that are required in a continuum approach; the only “rules” built into the
simulation are those that govern the interaction between the particles. As a result,
molecular dynamics simulations create highly accurate results and can be used to
conduct experiments that would be extremely difficult to conduct physically. For
example, Abraham [1] has been able to conduct research that may help explain why
observed cracks do not reach the theoretical limit of the Rayleigh speed in a material.
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Conversely, in a continuum approach, the crack speed is determined by heuristics
selected by the researchers to match observed phenomena.
Unfortunately, the computation cost of this extreme accuracy is prohibitively
large for most applications involving macroscopic phenomena. Even with massively
parallel computers, it can take days to generate a few microseconds of simulated
data for a tiny material specimen, on the scale of nanometers. Computer graphic
applications often require that objects on the scale of meters, or larger, be simulated




The goal of this research is to model the fractures created in a material as it deforms.
A prerequisite for accomplishing this goal is a deformation model that adequately
describes the material’s behavior. The deformation model detailed in this thesis
is derived by defining a set of differential equations that describe the aggregate
behavior of the material in a continuous fashion, and then using a finite element
method to discretize these equations for computer simulation. This approach is fairly
standard, and many different deformation models can be derived in this fashion.
The one presented here was designed to be simple, fast, and suitable for fracture
modeling in the context of computer graphics applications. The first section of this
chapter defines the mathematical description of an object’s material as a continuous
medium, the second section describes how the continuous model can be discretized




The continuous model provides a description of how a material behaves as it de-
forms and is based on a continuum mechanics approach. An excellent introduction
to this area can be found in the text by Fung [20]. The primary assumption in the
continuum approach is that the scale of the effects being modeled is significantly
greater than the scale of the material’s composition. Therefore, the behavior of the
molecules, grains, or particles that compose the material can be modeled as a con-
tinuous media. Although this assumption is often valid for modeling deformations,
macroscopic fractures can be significantly influenced by effects that occur at small
scales where this assumption may not be valid. Because we are interested in graphi-
cal appearance rather than rigorous physical correctness, we will put this issue aside
and assume that a continuum model is adequate.
The description of the continuous model begins by defining material coordinates
that parameterize the volume of space occupied by the object being modeled. Let
u = [u, v, w]T be a vector in <3 that denotes a location in the material coordinate
frame as shown in Figure 3.1. The deformation of the material is defined by the
function x(u) = [x, y, z]T that maps locations in the material coordinate frame to
locations in world coordinates. In areas where material exists, x(u) is continuous,
except across a finite number of surfaces within the volume that correspond to













Figure 3.1: Material and world coordinates – The material coordinates define
a 3D parameterization of the object. The function x(u) maps points from their
location in the material coordinate frame to their location in the world coordinates.
A fracture corresponds to a discontinuity in x(u).
3.1.1 The Strain and Strain Rate Tensors
Green’s strain tensor, ε, is used to measure the total local deformation of the ma-
terial [19]. It is a nonlinear function of node displacement that has been used ex-










where δij is the Kronecker delta:
δij =

1 : i = j
0 : i 6= j .
(3.2)
This strain metric only measures deformation; it is invariant with respect to rigid
body transformations applied to x and vanishes when the material is not deformed.
Because it is a tensor, its invariants do not depend on the orientation of the material
or world coordinate systems. Green’s strain tensor provides a nonlinear model of
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finite strain, not a linear model of infinitesimal strain. This nonlinearity allows
it to be valid for both stiff materials that deform only a small amount as well as
softer materials that exhibit large deformation. The Euclidean metric tensor used
by Terzopoulos and Fleischer differs only by the δij term [63].
In addition to the strain tensor, we make use of the strain rate tensor, ν, which
measures the rate at which the strain is changing. It can be derived by taking the
















where an over dot indicates a derivative with respect to time. For example ẋ is the
material velocity expressed in world coordinates.
3.1.2 Plasticity
The term plastic deformation describes what happens when a solid object is de-
formed to an extent that it will no longer return to its original rest configuration
once the deforming forces are removed. Many common materials, such as metals,
will deform elastically only to a certain extent after which they deform plastically.
Most common objects do not experience plastic deformation unless they are dam-
aged, and as a result elastic models are usually sufficient for animating most objects.
However, the focus of this research is to model damage to objects, specifically
fracture. The same situations that can cause an object to break, crack, or tear will
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also cause it to bend or dent. Thus for damaged objects to be modeled realisti-
cally, some form of plastic deformation must be included. Additionally, nearly all
materials will undergo some amount of plastic deformation prior to failure and this
plastic deformation can have a significant effect on the appearance of the resulting
fracture. In particular, the presence of plastic deformation prior to fracture plays an
important role in determining whether the resulting behavior would be commonly
described as cracking or tearing: the fracture of materials that deform in a primar-
ily elastic fashion is commonly referred to as shattering or cracking, while materials
that exhibit significant amounts of plastic deformation tear.
The behavior of the plastic model used here is determined by two parameters,
k1 and k2. The first parameter, k1, determines where a material transitions from
purely elastic behavior to elasto-plastic behavior. The second parameter, k2, limits
the extent of plastic deformation.
In order to compare the constants, k1 and k2, to the amount of deformation a
material has experienced , some metric must be used to measure the extent to which
the material has been deformed. The strain tensor, ε, describes the deformation of
the material, but it includes dilation (change of volume). Because solid materials
do not change their volume as they deform plastically, a description of the strain
that omits dilation is required. The tensor of strain deviation, ε′, does just that. It
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is defined by















So long as J(ε′) ≤ k1, the material will behave elastically. However, once ε′
has exceeded k1 the material strain, ε is separated into two components: the elastic
strain, εe, and the plastic strain, εp, so that
ε = εe + εp . (3.6)












J(ε′ − εp) > k1
0 : else .
(3.7)
To enforce the limit on the amount of plastic deformation, the update of εp is done
according to




The behavior of the plasticity model is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Each diagram
represents a different state of a single point in a material that is undergoing deforma-
tion. The plane shown in each diagram represents the space spanned by the strain
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deviation tensor, ε′. Although the range of possible strain deviations, ε′, defines a
five-dimensional space, these two-dimensional diagrams suffice to illustrate plastic
behavior.
The inner circle defines elastic limit at J(ε′) = k1. The outer circle defines the
limit of plastic deformation at J(εp) = k2. While the point representing ε
′ stays
within the inner region, as shown in Figure 3.2.a, the material behaves elastically.
Once ε′ moves beyond the elastic region, as shown in Figure 3.2.b, plastic defor-
mation occurs and the boxed point representing εp leaves the origin. Figure 3.2.c
shows that as ε′ changes, so does εp. In effect, εp moves as if it were being dragged
behind ε′ by a rope of length k1. However, ε
p cannot be dragged beyond the plastic
limit, k2, as shown in Figure 3.2.d. Further deformation beyond this limit is resisted
elastically. Note that the condition that causes the material to fracture, discussed
in Chapter 4, may occur at any point in the elastic or plastic regimes depending on
how the fracture parameters for the material have been selected.
3.1.3 The Stress Tensors
The stress tensor, σ, combines the basic information from the strain and strain rate
with the material properties and determines forces internal to the material. Like
the strain and strain rate tensors, the stress tensor can be represented as a 3× 3






Current total strain deviation,
(a) (b) (d)(c)
Figure 3.2: Diagram of plasticity model – These diagrams illustrate the behavior
of the plastic model. (a) Elastic deformation. (b) and (c) Plastic deformation.
(d) Limit of plastic yield.
σ(ε), and the viscous stress due to strain rate, σ(ν). The total internal stress, is the
sum of these two components with
σ = σ(ε) + σ(ν) . (3.9)
The elastic stress and viscous stress are respectively functions of the strain and




















where C is the rank-four tensor that encodes the elastic relationship between εe and
σ(ε), and D is the rank-four tensor that defines the material’s damping properties.
In three dimensions, each rank-four tensor can be expressed as 81 independent
scalars, however because both εe and σ(ε) are symmetric, many of the entries in C
are either redundant or constrained, andC can be reduced to 36 independent values
that relate the six independent values of εe to the six independent values of σ(ε).
If we impose the additional constraint that the material is isotropic, then C
collapses further to only two independent values, µ and λ, which are the Lamé









The material’s rigidity is determined by the value of µ, and the resistance to changes
in volume (dilation) is controlled by λ. Other methods of describing a material’s
isotropic elastic properties, for example, the bulk modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s
ratio, can be related to the Lamé constants using standard formulae [19].







φνkkδij + 2ψνij . (3.13)
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The parameters φ and ψ will control how quickly the material dissipates internal
kinetic energy. Since σ(ν) is derived from the rate at which ε is changing, σ(ν) will
not damp motions that are locally rigid, and has the desirable property of dissipating
only internal vibrations.
Depending on whether the material being modeled deforms isotropically or not,
either equations (3.10) and (3.11), or equations (3.12) and (3.13) should be em-
ployed. Whichever is selected, it is a local decision that only affects the computation
of σ.
Unlike the displacement to strain relationship defined by (3.1), the stress to
strain relationships given by (3.10) and (3.12) are linear. A linear model provides
an adequate description for the behavior of most materials [20]. However, for some
materials, particularly biological tissues, a linear stress to strain relationship is in-
adequate. In these cases, the coefficients that related stress to strain, for example
µ and λ, become functions of strain instead of constants.
3.1.4 The Energy Potentials
Once we have the strain, strain rate, and stress tensors, we can compute the elastic





















Figure 3.3: Traction at point in material – Given a point in the material,
the traction, t, that acts on the surface element, dS, of a differential volume, dV,











ij νij . (3.15)
These quantities can be integrated over the volume of the material to obtain the total
elastic and damping potentials. The elastic potential is the internal elastic energy of
the material. The damping potential is related to the kinetic energy of the material
after subtracting any rigid body motion and normalizing for the material’s density.
The stress can also be used to compute the forces acting internal to the material
at any location. Let n̂ be an outward unit normal direction of a differential volume
centered about a point in the material. (See Figure 3.3.) The traction (force per
unit area), t, acting on a face perpendicular to the normal is then given by
t = σ n̂ . (3.16)
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3.2 Finite Element Discretization
Before we can model a material’s behavior using this continuous model, it must be
discretized in a way that is suitable for computer simulation. As mentioned in the
previous background section, the two most commonly used techniques are the finite
difference and finite element methods.
A finite difference method divides the domain of the material into a regular
lattice and then uses numerical differencing to approximate the spatial derivatives
required to compute the strain and strain rate tensors. This approach is well-suited
for problems with a regular structure but becomes complicated when the structure
is irregular.
A finite element method partitions the domain of the material into distinct sub-
domains, or elements as shown in Figure 3.4. Within each element, the material
is described locally by a function with some finite number of parameters. The
function is decomposed into a set of orthogonal shape, or basis, functions that are
each associated with one of the nodes on the boundary of the element. Adjacent
elements will have nodes in common, so that the mesh defines a piecewise function
over the entire material domain.
The discretization used here employs tetrahedral finite elements with linear poly-





























Figure 3.4: Tetrahedral mesh for a simple object – Tetrahedral mesh for a
simple object. In (a), only the external faces of the tetrahedra are drawn, while in
(b) the internal structure is shown.
re-meshed to align with the fracture surfaces, thus avoiding directional artifacts
on the fracture surfaces. Just as triangles can be used to approximate any sur-
face, tetrahedra can be used to approximate arbitrary volumes. Additionally, when
tetrahedra are split along a fracture plane, the resulting pieces can be decomposed
exactly into more tetrahedra. Although the linear elements only offer C0 continu-
ity, they are computationally efficient and the errors introduced do not significantly
impact the visual appearance.
Linear elements were selected because higher-order elements are not cost effec-
tive for modeling fracture boundaries. Although higher-order polynomials provide
individual elements with many degrees of freedom for deformation, they have few
degrees of freedom for modeling fracture because the shape of a fracture is defined
as a boundary in material coordinates. In contrast, with linear tetrahedra, each
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degree of freedom in the world space corresponds to a degree of freedom in the ma-
terial coordinates. Furthermore, whenever an element is created, its basis functions
must be computed. For high-degree polynomials, this computation is relatively ex-
pensive. For systems where the mesh is constant, the cost is amortized over the
course of the simulation. However, as fractures develop and parts of the object are
re-meshed, the computation of basis matrices can become significant. An additional
expense arises because computing the internal mesh forces requires integrating the
energy potential functions over the element volume. For linear elements, the inte-
gration is accomplished trivially. For nonlinear elements, the integration, like the
basis computation, becomes expensive.
One potential drawback to using a solid model, as opposed to a surface model, of
an object is that most existing computer graphics applications have been designed
to work with surface models which most commonly described by a collection of
polygons. However, many aspects of a solid object’s behavior, for example inertial
effects, are not well modeled using surface representations. Luckily, a number of
mesh generation software packages are available for creating tetrahedral meshes
from polygonal boundaries. The models that I use in my examples were generated
either from a CSG (constructive solid geometry) description or a polygonal boundary















Figure 3.5: Definition of tetrahedral element – A tetrahedral element is defined
by its four nodes. Each node has (a) a location in the material coordinate system,
and (b) a position and velocity in the world coordinate system.
Once the initial mesh has been generated, each tetrahedral element is defined by
four nodes. A node has a position in the material coordinates, m, a position in the
world coordinates, p, and a velocity in world coordinates, v. The nodes of a given
element are referred to by indexing with square brackets. For example, m[2] is the
position in material coordinates of the element’s second node. (See Figure 3.5.)
Barycentric coordinates provide a natural way to define the linear shape functions
within an element. Let b = [b1, b2, b3, b4]
T be barycentric coordinates defined in terms

















The convention of representing vectors as column matrices is used so that the matrix
constructed from the m[i] in (3.17) is a 4× 4 matrix.
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These barycentric coordinates may also be used to interpolate the node’s world
































To determine the barycentric coordinates of a point within the element specified




















Combining (3.20) with (3.18) and (3.19) yields functions that interpolate the world













where P and V are defined as
P =
[









Note that the rows of β are the coefficients of the shape functions, and β needs
to be computed only when an element is created or the material coordinates of
its nodes change. For non-degenerate elements, the matrix in (3.21) is guaranteed
to be non-singular, however elements that are nearly co-planar will cause β to be
ill-conditioned and adversely affect the numerical stability of the system.
Computing the values of ε and ν within the element requires the first partials
of x and ẋ with respect to u that are given by
∂x
∂ui
=P β δi (3.26)
∂ẋ
∂ui
=V β δi (3.27)
where
δi = [δi1 δi2 δi3 0]
T . (3.28)
Because the element’s shape functions are linear, these partials are constant within
the element.
The element will exert elastic and damping forces on its nodes. The elastic force
on the ith node, f
(ε)
[i] , is defined as the negative partial of the elastic potential density,
η, with respect to p[i] integrated over the volume of the element. Given σ
(ε), β, and





















[(m[2] −m[1])× (m[3] −m[1])] · (m[4] −m[1]) . (3.30)
Similarly, the damping force on the ith node, f
(ν)
[i] , is defined as the partial of the
damping potential density, κ, with respect to v[i] integrated over the volume of the
















Summing these two forces, the total internal force that an element exerts on a node
is











and the total internal force acting on the node is obtained by summing the forces
exerted by all elements that are attached to the node.
As the element is compressed to less than about 30% of its material volume, the
gradient of η and κ start to vanish causing the resisting forces to fall off. However,
as discussed in the section on plasticity, nearly all solid materials, even those that
are highly flexible, conserve their volume to within a few percent. Materials, such
as sponge or some biological tissues, that do compress significantly are relatively
uncommon. Highly compressible materials would not only require a formulation
for η and κ that did not flatten out after compression, but would also require a
nonlinear elasticity model.
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Using a lumped mass formulation, the mass contributed by an element to each
one of its nodes is determined by integrating the material density, ρ, over the element
shape function associated with that node. In the case of tetrahedral elements with
linear shape functions, this mass contribution is simply ρ vol/4, where vol is the
volume of the element in material coordinates as defined in (3.30).
3.3 Pseudo Code for Deformation Model
The derivations above are sufficient for a simulation that uses an explicit integration
scheme. Additional work, including computing the Jacobian of the internal forces,
is necessary for an implicit integration scheme. (See for example [9] and [16].) The
following pseudo code illustrates how the inner loop of a simulation using an explicit
Euler integration scheme might be implemented. Note that this pseudo code is for




1 foreach ell ∈ elements of ( mesh )
2 compute εell using (3.1) and (3.26)
3 compute νell using (3.3), (3.26) and (3.27)
4 compute ε′ using (3.4)
5 if J(ε′) > k1
6 update εpell according to (3.8)
7 εeell := εell − ε
p
ell
8 compute σ(ε) using (3.12)
9 compute σ(ν) using (3.13)
10 σell := σ
(ε) + σ(ν)
11 foreach nod ∈ nodes of ( mesh )
12 fnod := 0
13 foreach ell ∈ elements attached to ( nod )
14 accumulate fnod due to ell using (3.29)
15 accnod := fnod ÷ mass( nod )
16 compute accelerations due to external forces, i.e. gravity, collisions
17 foreach nod ∈ nodes of ( mesh )








The finite element deformation model described in the preceding chapter provides
a method for modeling the basic physical behavior of a material as it moves and
deforms. While the deformation model is a useful animation tool by itself, it also
provides the framework that is necessary to physically model the behavior of a
material as it fractures.
In this chapter, a fracture model is developed within the framework provided by
the deformation model. The key components of the fracture model are a criteria for
determining when and where a failure should occur, a method for determining the
orientation of the resulting fracture, and a method for updating the finite element
mesh to accommodate the new fracture surface.
4.1 Failure Criteria
There are three loading modes by which forces can be applied to a crack causing it




















I: Opening II: In-Plane Shear III: Out-of-Plane Shear
Figure 4.1: Three loading modes that can be experienced by a crack – Three
loading modes that can be experienced by a crack. Mode I: Opening, Mode II: In-
Plane Shear, and Mode III: Out-of-Plane Shear. Adapted from Anderson [2].
modes will be active, producing a mixed mode load at the crack tip. For all three
cases, as well as mixed mode situations, the behavior of the crack can be resolved by
analyzing the forces acting at the crack tip: tensile forces that are opposed by other
tensile forces will cause the crack to continue in a direction that is perpendicular
to the direction of largest tensile load, and conversely, compressive loads will tend
to arrest a crack to which they are perpendicular. Loads on a node that are not
opposed by another load at the node are unbalanced. Unbalanced load will cause a
translation of the node and will not cause a fracture to develop. (See Figure 4.2.)
The finite element model describes the surface of a fracture with elements that
are adjacent in material coordinates but that do not share nodes across the fracture
surface. The curve that represents the crack tip is implicitly defined in a piecewise
linear fashion by the nodes that border the fracture surface, and further extension of







Figure 4.2: Balanced and unbalanced loads – Loads that are balanced by
opposite loads will tend to promote or arrest a failure. Unbalanced loads will have
no effect on the development of a fracture.
The element nodes will also be used to determine where a crack should be ini-
tiated. This strategy could potentially introduce unpleasant artifacts. However,
because the surface of an object is defined by a polygonal boundary (the outer faces
of the tetrahedra) there will always be a node located at any concavities. (See Fig-
ure 4.3.) Because concavities are precisely the locations where cracks commonly
begin, this limitation is an acceptable one. Additionally, for situations where a
failure would occur at an area other than a concavity, for example the bent rod
shown in Figure 4.4, then the fact that the finite element model can represent the
deformation indicates that a node will be located in an appropriate location.
The fracture algorithm is as follows: after every timestep, the system resolves
the internal forces acting on all nodes into their tensile and compressive components,
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Figure 4.3: Failures in concavities – Nodes will occur at sharp features and
concavities, locations where failures are likely to occur.
Figure 4.4: Failures on smooth surfaces – Failures may also occur on smooth
portion of an object’s surface. However, if the finite element model is able to repre-
sent the deformation then a node should be located in an appropriate place.
discarding any unbalanced portions. At each node, the resulting forces are then used
to form a tensor that describes how the internal forces are acting to separate that
node. If the action is sufficiently large, the node is split into two distinct nodes and a
fracture plane is computed. All elements attached to the node are divided along the
plane with the resulting tetrahedra assigned to one or the other incarnations of the
split node, thus creating a discontinuity in the material. Any cached values, such
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as the node mass or the element shape functions, are recomputed for the affected
elements and nodes. The location of a fracture or crack tip need not be explicitly
recorded unless this information is useful for some other purpose, such as rendering.
4.1.1 Force Decomposition
The forces acting on a node are decomposed by first separating the element stress
tensors into tensile and compressive components, as shown graphically in Figure 4.5.
For a given element in the mesh, let vi(σ), with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, be the ith eigenvalue
of σ, and let n̂i(σ) be the corresponding unit length eigenvector. Positive eigenval-
ues correspond to tensile stresses and negative ones to compressive stresses. Since
σ is real and symmetric, it will have three real, not necessarily unique or non-
zero, eigenvalues. In the case where an eigenvalue has multiplicity greater than
one, the eigenvectors are selected arbitrarily to orthogonally span the appropriate
subspace [51].
Given a vector a in <3, we can construct a 3× 3 symmetric matrix, m(a) that
has |a| as an eigenvalue with a as the corresponding eigenvector, and with the other
two eigenvalues equal to zero. This matrix is defined by
m(a) =

aaT/|a| : a 6= 0
0 : a = 0 .
(4.1)
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of decomposing element stress – The stress tensor
for each element is separated into its principal components using an eigen decom-
position. The principal components are then recombined to form the tensile and
compressive components of the element stress tensor.
The tensile component, σ+, and compressive component, σ−, of the stress within









min(0, vi(σ)) m(n̂i(σ)) . (4.3)
Using this decomposition, the force that an element exerts on a node can be sep-
arated into a tensile component, f+[i], and a compressive component, f
−
[i]. This sep-
aration is done by reevaluating the internal forces exerted on the nodes using (3.32)















Figure 4.6: Tensile and compressive forces exerted on a node – The forces
that each element exerts on a node is decomposed into a tensile and a compressive
component. Red arrows indicate the compressive force, f−[i], that an element exerts
on a node, and blue arrows represent the tensile forces, f+[i], that an element exerts
on a node.



















Each node will now have a set of tensile and a set of compressive forces that are
exerted by the elements attached to it as shown in Figure 4.6. For a given node, we
denote these sets as {f+} and {f−} respectively. The unbalanced tensile load, f+,
is simply the sum over {f+}, and the unbalanced compressive load, f−, is the sum
over {f−}.
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4.1.2 The Separation Tensor
The forces acting at the nodes are described using a stress variant that I call the
separation tensor, ς. The separation tensor is formed from the balanced tensile and











It does not respond to unbalanced actions that would produce a rigid translation,
and is invariant with respect to transformations of both the material and world
coordinate systems.
The separation tensor is used directly to determine whether a fracture should
occur at a node. Let v+ be the largest positive eigenvalue of ς. If v+ is greater than
the material toughness, τ , then the material will fail at the node. The orientation
in world coordinates of the fracture plane is perpendicular to n̂+, the eigenvector of
ς that corresponds to v+. (See Figure 4.7.) In the case where multiple eigenvalues
are greater than τ , multiple fracture planes may be generated by first generating
the plane for the largest value, re-meshing (see below), and then recomputing the
new value for ς and proceeding as above.
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Figure 4.7: Orientation of Fracture plane – The fracture plane is perpendic-
ular to n̂+, the eigenvector of ς that corresponds to v+. The diagram on the left
shows a two-dimensional example. The bold arrow indicates n̂+, and the dotted
line is the resulting fracture boundary. On the right, a three-dimensional diagram
is shown. The blue arrow indicates n̂+, and the blue plane cutting the tetrahedra is
the resulting fracture plane.
4.1.3 Local Re-Meshing
Once the simulation has determined the location and orientation of a new fracture
plane, the mesh must be modified to reflect the new discontinuity. The orientation
of the fracture must be preserved, as approximating it with the existing element
boundaries would create undesirable artifacts. Therefore, the algorithm re-meshes
the local area surrounding the new fracture by splitting elements that intersect the
fracture plane and modifying neighboring elements to ensure that the mesh stays
self-consistent.
First, the node where the fracture originates is replicated so that there are now
two nodes, q+ and q− with the same material position, world position, and velocity.
The masses will be recalculated later. The discontinuity passes “between” the two
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co-located nodes. The positive side of the fracture plane defined by the plane’s
normal, n̂+, is associated with q+ and the negative side with q−.
Next, all elements that were attached to the original node are examined, com-
paring the world location of their nodes to the fracture plane. If an element is not
intersected by the fracture plane, then it is reassigned to either q+ or q− depending
on which side of the plane it lies.
If the element is intersected by the fracture plane, it is split along the plane.
(See Figures 4.8 and 4.9.) A new node is created along each edge that intersects the
plane. Because all elements must be tetrahedra, in general each intersected element
will be split into three tetrahedra. One of the tetrahedra will be assigned to one
side of the plane and the other two to the other side. Because the two tetrahedra
that are on the same side of the plane both share either q+ or q−, the discontinuity
does not pass between them. (See detail in Figure 4.9.)
In addition to the elements that were attached to the original node, it may be
necessary to split other elements so that the mesh stays consistent. In particular,
an element must be split if the face or edge between it and another element that
was attached to the original node has been split. (See Figures 4.8 and 4.10.) To
prevent the re-meshing from cascading across the entire mesh, these splits are done
so that the new tetrahedra use only the original nodes and the nodes created by
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Figure 4.8: Element split in <2 – Elements that intersect the fracture plane are
split and the resulting fragments assigned to q+ and q−. Edge neighbors must be
updated to maintain mesh consistency. The two nodes created from the splitting
node are co-located, the geometric displacement shown in the right-hand figure only
illustrates the location of the fracture discontinuity.
the intersection splits. Because no new nodes are created, the effect of the local re-
meshing is limited to the elements that are attached to the node where the fracture
originated and their immediate neighbors. Because the tetrahedra formed by the
secondary splits do not attach to either q+ or q−, the discontinuity does not pass
between them. Finally, after the local re-meshing has been completed, any cached
values that have become invalid, such as the element basis matrices or the node
masses, must be recomputed.
Two additional subtleties must also be considered. The first occurs when an
intersection split involves an edge that is formed only by tetrahedra attached to
the node where the crack originated. When this happens, the fracture has reached
a boundary in the material, and the discontinuity should pass through the edge.
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(a) (c)( b)
Figure 4.9: Primary element split in <3 – (a) The initial tetrahedral element.
(b) The splitting node and fracture plane are shown in blue. (c) The element is
split along the fracture plane into two polyhedra that are then decomposed into
tetrahedra. Note that the two nodes created from the splitting node are co-located,
the geometric displacement shown in (c) only illustrates the location of the fracture
discontinuity.
(a) ( b) (c)
Figure 4.10: Secondary element split in <3 – Elements that are adjacent to an
element that has been split by a fracture plane must also be split to maintain mesh
consistency. (a) Neighboring tetrahedra prior to split. (b) Face neighbor after split.
(c) Edge neighbor after split.
Re-meshing occurs as described above, except that two nodes are created on the
edge and one is assigned to each side of the discontinuity.
Second, the fracture plane may pass arbitrarily close to an existing node pro-
ducing arbitrarily ill-conditioned tetrahedra. To avoid this, the system employs two
thresholds, one on the distance between the fracture plane and an existing node,
and the other on the angle between the fracture plane and a line from the node
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Figure 4.11: Element split thresholds – Two thresholds are used to avoid the
creation of ill-conditioned elements. One limits the minimum distance between the
fracture plane and an existing node and the other limits the minimum angle between
the fracture plane and a line from the node where the split originated to the existing
node.
where the split originated to the existing node. (See Figure 4.11.) If either of these
thresholds are not met, then the intersection split is snapped to the existing node.
To prevent visual artifacts from appearing, these thresholds should be kept small.
For example values of εθ = 0.078 radians and εd = 2 mm were found to be suitable
for objects that are approximately one meter in size.
4.1.4 Pseudo Code for Fracture Model
The following pseudo code illustrates the computation fracture model and it would
be called within the simulation’s inner loop. Referring to the routine described in
Section 3.3, an appropriate place to insert this routine would be after the element
stress tensors have been computed in lines 1–10. For simplicity, the boundary and
threshold tests have been omitted.
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Generate Fractures
1 foreach ell ∈ elements of ( mesh )
2 compute σ+ell using (4.2)
3 compute σ−ell using (4.3)
4 foreach nod ∈ nodes of ( mesh )
5 f+ := 0
6 f− := 0
7 ς := 0
8 foreach ell ∈ elements attached to ( nod )
9 compute f+ell using (4.4)
10 compute f−ell using (4.5)
11 f+ += f+ell
12 f− += f−ell
13 ς += m(f+ell )−m(f
−
ell )
14 ς -= m(f+)−m(f−)
15 compute v+ of ς
16 if v+ ≥ τ
17 q+ := nod
18 q− := replicate ( q+ )
19 pending := elements attached to ( nod )
20 while not empty ( pending )
21 ell := remove item( pending )
22 if split by plane( n̂+ , ell )
23 add items ( pending , split element ( n̂+ , ell ) )
24 else if on negative side ( n̂+ , ell )
25 reassign ell from q+ to q−
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4.1.5 Example Results with Base Failure Criteria
The proceeding sections of this chapter describe the basic method that I have de-
veloped for graphically modeling and animating fracture. Although the bulk of the
results that I have obtained with this technique will be presented in Chapter 6,
a simple example is presented here to demonstrate that the technique works as
described, and to illustrate two problems that must also be addressed.
The example object that I will use to demonstrate the method is shown in
Figure 4.12. It is a solid block that has a preexisting crack extending halfway into
it from the left side. Although the block is three-dimensional, in order to keep the
example simple, it is strained in a two-dimensional fashion and rendered with an
orthographic camera. The top edge of the block is held fixed in space while the
hole in the lower half is constrained to move downward at a constant velocity. The
results of applying the basic fracture algorithm described above to this example is
shown in Figure 4.13. As the material is pulled apart, the pre-cut crack extends
through the object until it eventually reaches the other side of the block.
4.2 Fast Propagation
Although the orientation of the fracture surfaces is arbitrary, the speed of prop-
agation is not. When the separation at a node exceeds the material toughness
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Figure 4.12: Example block setup and block mesh – As illustrated on the
left, the top edge of the block is held fixed in space while the hole in the lower half
is constrained to move downward at a constant velocity. The mesh used to model
the block is shown on the right. Although the block is a three-dimensional object,
this example situation has been set up as a two-dimensional example for the sake of
clarity.
threshold, the fracture only propagates the width of a single element. Thus, the
distance that a fracture may travel during a timestep is determined by the size of
the existing mesh elements. The crack may either split an element or not; it cannot
travel only a fraction of the distance across an element, nor can it travel across
multiple elements.
The lower bound on the speed of the crack could result in both temporal and
spatial artifacts. Theoretically, if a crack were being opened slowly by an applied
load on a model with a coarse resolution mesh, this limitation would lead to a
“button popping” effect where the crack would travel across one element, pause
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Figure 4.13: Basic crack in sample block – The results of applying the basic
fracture algorithm to the sample block.
until the stress built up again, and then move across the next element. Additionally,
because the fracture can only change its orientation at element boundaries, a very
course initial mesh could cause the crack to appear faceted.
Neither of these lower bound related artifacts has proven to be a problem in the
examples I have tried. A fracture typically advances quite rapidly, on the order of
the speed of sound in a material, and as a result the temporal “button popping”
effect does not occur on a visual time scale. Certainly the discrete nature of the crack
advance will introduce spurious high frequency vibrations into the simulation and
possibly introduce errors in the results. However, these vibrations are at frequencies







Figure 4.14: Results of base method with large timestep – Because the crack
should advance more rapidly than the simulation is able to model, spontaneous
failures occur ahead of its path. These failures then connect back to the original
crack and create spurious bifurcations.
As noted earlier, the goal of this research is to produce visual accuracy so these errors
are acceptable.
The upper bound on the speed of the crack is a more serious problem. Figure 4.14
illustrates what happens when the timestep on the simulation is increased by a factor
of 10. The crack can only propagate at a speed equal to the size of the next element
divided by the timestep. If this speed is less than the speed indicated by the physical
parameters of the simulation then a high stress area will race ahead of the crack tip,
causing spontaneous failures to occur in the material. In many respects, this limit
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Figure 4.15: Diagram of pushing residual – When v+ at a node exceeds τ a
failure occurs. A portion of the residual, v∗, is propagated forward to the new crack
tip.
on the maximum timestep imposed by the crack speed is similar to the Courant
limit that is related to system stiffness [16].
A solution to this problem would be to allow the crack to propagate across many
elements in a single timestep. Unfortunately, simply calling the fracture procedure
multiple times each timestep will not have this effect. The nodes just prior to the
crack tip must be given simulation time to move apart so that stress accumulates
at the new tip.
To approximate this effect, a heuristic is used to propagate separation residuals
forward along the crack’s path. If timesteps were infinitesimally small, then nodes
would fail precisely when v+ = τ . However, because the timesteps are finite, failure
will occur with v+ ≥ τ so that there is some residual, v∗ = v+−τ , beyond the critical
value. The heuristic is to propagate this residual as the crack advances to the nodes
along the newly created crack tip. This technique is illustrated in Figure 4.15. If
a node with separation ς and residual v∗ fails along a plane normal to n̂+ then the
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separation at the node on the new crack tip, ς ′ is modified according to




where n is the number of nodes along the crack tip that are connected to the failing
node and α ∈ [0..1] is a coefficient that determines how active the heuristic is.
The results of applying this heuristic to the cut block example are shown in
Figure 4.16. As desired, the spurious bifurcations have been largely eliminated from
the large timestep trial shown in Figure 4.16.b.
This heuristic also changes the results for small timestep trials. (Compare Fig-
ure 4.13 to Figure 4.14.a.) In particular, the crack in the original run made a sharp
turn upwards approximately one fifth of the way along its path while the run with
α = 1.0 continues along a relatively straight path. This difference is explained by
considering that large values of α will tend to bias the material towards straight
cracks.
4.3 Back-Crack Avoidance
The second limitation in the basic method stems from the fact that while the fracture
plane’s orientation is well defined, the crack tip’s forward direction is not. As shown
in Figure 4.18, if a crack turns at an angle greater than half the angle at the crack
tip, then a secondary fracture will develop in the opposite direction to the crack’s
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: Results of propagating the separation residual – (a) The re-
sults of rerunning the example from Figure 4.13 with α = 1.0. (b) The results of
rerunning the large timestep example from Figure 4.14 with α = 1.0.
advance. This phenomena, referred to as back-cracking, is undesirable and it can
lead to unrealistic artifacts such as that highlighted in Figure 4.17.
The solution to this problem is to avoid creating cracks that make a sharp angle
with existing surfaces. The system prevents fractures from forming if they form an
angle less than θmin with an existing surface. The two-dimensional implementation
of this idea is straightforward and it is illustrated in Figure 4.19. In three dimensions,
it is more complex because care must be taken to ensure that the fracture surface
is not broken up into discontinuous segments. This difference arises because in
two dimensions the fracture surface consists of two line segments that only connect
through the node, while in three dimensions the fracture surface is cross section







Figure 4.17: Example of back-cracks – Example showing how back-cracking can
create undesirable artifacts that have a significant effect on results.
this cross section is modified to merge with the existing surface, simply removing
facets that made too shallow an angle with the existing surface would result in
discontinuities. Instead, the facets are rotated so that they form a joint between
the forward portion of the fracture surface and the existing surface. The results of
applying the back-crack avoidance algorithm to the cut block example is shown in
Figure 4.20.
4.4 Anisotropic Parameters
Materials that deform anisotropically can be modeled using the general form of the






Figure 4.18: Back-Cracking during fracture advance – The dashed line is the
axis of the existing crack. Cracks advance by splitting elements along a fracture
plane, solid line computed from the separation tensor. (a) If the crack does not
turn sharply, then only elements in front of the tip will be split. (b) If the crack
turns at too sharp an angle, then the backwards direction may not fall inside of the
existing failure and a spurious bifurcation will occur.
θfree θfree
Figure 4.19: Diagram of back-cracking solution – When a node is split, only
new surfaces that form an angle greater than or equal to θmin with existing surfaces
are created.
exhibit anisotropic fracture properties, and be more prone to failing along planes
oriented in a particular direction. This type of phenomena can be modeled by
modifying the computation of the separation tensor so that it is non-uniformly
scaled to account for the anisotropic properties of the material.
Let R be a transformation from the material coordinates system to a coordinate
system that is aligned with the preferred fracture orientations of the material. Let
S be a diagonal matrix with values inversely proportional to the relative toughness
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: Results of back-crack avoidance – (a) The results of rerunning the
example from Figure 4.16.a with back-cracking avoidance active. (b) The results
of rerunning the large timestep example Figure 4.16.a with back-cracking avoidance
active.
of the material in each of the directions defined by R. For example, a material
with R = I and S = diag([1, 0.5, 0.5]) would only be half as resistant to failure
perpendicular to the x̂-axis as it would be to failure at other orientations. A modified
version of the stress that accounts for the anisotropic toughness of the material can
be computed that is non-uniformly scaled according to
σ∗ = (RTSR)σ(RTSR) . (4.8)
The scaled stress, σ∗, is then substituted in place of σ in (4.6) when computing
the separation tensor. The results of applying this modification to the cut-block




Figure 4.21: Demonstration of anisotropic fracture – (a) All scale factors
are set to one and the result is identical to Figure 4.20.a. (b) The scale factors
have been set to [1, 0.5, 0.5] causing the failure to run perpendicular to the x̂-axis
(horizontal axis). (c) The scale factors have been set to [0.5, 0.5, 1] causing the
failure to run perpendicular to the ẑ-axis (vertical axis). (d) As with (c), the scale
factors have been set to [0.5, 0.5, 1] but R now describes a rotation of π/4 radians
about the ŷ-axis (perpendicular to image plane).
4.5 Mesh Resolution and Re-Meshing
One of the significant differences between this research and previous fracture work
in computer graphics is the use of dynamic re-meshing. This approach allows high-
quality results to be obtained with relatively low-resolution meshes.
Figure 4.22 shows the effect of varying the resolution of the finite element mesh
used to model the block. The original mesh, with an average element width of
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.22: Results using low- and high-resolution meshes – (a) Result with
low-resolution mesh computed with original, low-resolution, mesh. (Same as shown
in Figure 4.21.b.) (b) Same situation recomputed using higher resolution mesh.
approximately 0.08 m, is defined by 1551 elements and 594 nodes. The higher-
resolution mesh was generated with an average element width of approximately
0.04 m and is defined by 8571 elements and 2677 nodes. Although the two meshes
do not generate identical results, they are qualitatively similar.
Figure 4.24 demonstrates the effect of re-meshing during crack propagation.
With the dynamic re-meshing disabled, the fracture is forced to follow the orig-
inal mesh boundaries, resulting in a unrealistic appearance. This example also
demonstrates that the computational overhead required by the re-meshing is not
prohibitive. The original simulation took 49 minutes, with re-meshing disabled the
simulation required 48 minutes. (Simulation times are for computations performed
in an SGI O2 with a 195 MHz R10000 processor.)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.23: Low- and high-resolution mesh for block – (a) The original, low-
resolution, mesh used in the previous examples. (b) The higher-resolution mesh
used in Figure 4.22.b.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.24: Results with dynamic re-meshing disabled. – (a) Result with





This chapter describes the collision methods that are used in this thesis. While the
topic of collisions is somewhat tangential to the primary focus of modeling fracture,
most situations that involve fracture will also involve some type of collision and
the fracture model would not be complete if it could not model these situations.
Computing the forces that arise due to a collision requires first determining where the
collision occurs (collision detection) and then determining the forces acting at that
location (collision response). Although these processes are conceptually distinct, the
choices made in designing an algorithm for collision response can have a significant
impact on the requirements imposed on the detection algorithm, and the reverse
is also true. Collisions occur both when two different objects come into contact,
and also when two separate locations on a single object come into contact. Known
as self-collision, this second situation frequently occurs as an object deforms and
then breaks. The following sections present a brief overview of the previous collision
research in computer graphics followed by the details of the detection and response
methods used here.
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5.1 Previous Collision Work
Modeling physical collisions is a well-studied problem in computer graphics. The
approaches that have been developed can be generally classified based on whether
they prevent inter-penetration or whether they respond once a penetration has oc-
curred. An exact collision method has advantages over one that allows some degree
of penetration because once penetration has occurred situations can arise where
computing an appropriate restoring force becomes ill-defined. Furthermore, when
dealing with fast-moving, thin objects, an inexact method may suffer from “tunnel-
ing” problems, allowing two objects to pass completely through each other without
detecting the collision.
There are, however, several drawbacks associated with exact collision methods.
The first is that the collision forces must be applied at the time when the collision
occurs. For numerical simulations, this requirement poses a problem because the
simulation timestep must be modified so that the collision occurs on a boundary
between timestep intervals. Because the moment of impact is not known a priori,
determining when the collision occurs can involve a costly root finding procedure
wherein each iteration of the procedure involves calling the simulation to compute
a variable sized timestep. A second drawback is that computing the collision forces
can become very expensive as the number of contacts grows. Baraff has shown
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Figure 5.1: A difficult situation for collision algorithms – This example shows
a situation that presents a challenge to existing collision methods. The ball’s weight
is being supported by an area of the glass slab that has been crushed into many small
fragments and are now resting on top of each other. In addition to the collisions
between the small fragments of glass, the contact between the material on opposite
sides of a fracture must be modeled as well.
that this problem is potentially NP-Complete, depending on the types of forces that
are allowed [7]. Even when using methods that make assumptions to avoid non-
polynomial run times, situations that involve many hundreds of contacts, such as the
one shown in Figure 5.1, can require undesirably large amounts of computation [8].
Lin and Gottschalk have published a survey article that discusses the techniques
that have been developed for efficiently detecting collisions [35]. Most of these tech-
niques focus on the problem of detecting collisions between two or more rigid body
objects that are each defined by a large set of polygons. Because the structure of
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each object is assumed to be constant, significant preprocessing can be done to build
data structures that facilitate efficient collision queries.
The fastest methods currently available for detecting collisions between rigid
body objects combine extensive preprocessing with assumptions about temporal co-
herence and geometric or topological properties [41, 49, 15, 36]. Unfortunately, these
methods are not appropriate for modeling objects that can deform and fracture. De-
formable objects violate assumptions concerning rigid body motion, rendering pre-
computed data structures invalid and complicating algorithms that make assump-
tions about temporal coherence. Detecting self-collisions is obviously incompatible
with rigid body assumptions that underly these algorithms. And finally, additional
complications with these algorithms arise due to topological changes created as the
object fractures.
Other techniques make fewer assumptions about the type of objects they will
be applied to. In general, these methods build a hierarchy that can be used to
quickly eliminate large sections of a model from consideration during intersection
testing. Space partitioning schemes, such as BSP-Trees or oct-trees [6], build a
hierarchy based on a division of the space occupied by an object, splitting primitives
as necessary along the spatial boundaries.
Alternatively, object partitioning schemes recursively separate the primitives
that comprise a model into groups based on a criteria such as spatial proximity.
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The result is a tree with leaves that each correspond to a primitive in the model.
Each node in the tree has a bounding shape associated with it that encompasses
the union of the bounds of the node’s children. In the case of leaf nodes, the bound
encompasses the associated geometric primitive. Different researchers have exper-
imented with bounding shapes such as axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) [29],
spheres [25], object-oriented bounding boxes (OBBs) [27], convex polytopes with dis-
cretely oriented faces (k-DOPs) [30], and oriented slabs (QuOSPOs) [21].
Research by Suri, Hubbard, and Hughes has shown that in most situations,
bounding schemes, in particular AABBs, provably reduce the computation that
must be done to detect collisions [60]. However, the question as to which bounding
shape offers the best tradeoff between tightness of fit and the computation required
for an overlap test is subject of some debate, and the answer is probably highly
dependent on the types of objects being tested.
Although generic space and object partitioning algorithms make fewer assump-
tions about the objects being tested and their motion, these methods still rely on
substantial pre-processing. A limited amount of work has been done to investigate
how object and space partitions can be updated as the objects they contain deform.
For example, van den Bergen has investigated update methods for hierarchies of
axis-aligned bounding boxes that contain deformable bodies [67]. His method up-
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dates a tree by recomputing bounds at the leaf nodes and then propagating the
changes up the tree to the root.
A limitation in all of these methods is that they do not perform well when de-
tecting self-collisions. Self-collisions pose a problem because somehow a distinction
must be made between primitives that are colliding and ones that are adjacent in
the mesh. Algorithms that do not take this distinction into account spend the ma-
jority of their computation time repeatedly discovering mesh adjacencies that are
irrelevant to collision detection.
The curvature-based method developed by Volino and Magnenat-Thalmann [69],
is the notable exception to the generalization that previous methods are not well-
suited for dealing with self collision. Their technique subdivides a triangulated
surface into a hierarchy based on adjacency and curvature information. The resulting
algorithm does not waste time detecting mesh adjacencies and the authors report a
run time that is roughly proportional to the number of actual self collisions in the
mesh. Although this method works very well for polygonal surface meshes, it is not
obvious how to extend the method for polyhedral solid meshes.
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5.2 Collision Detection
A physical simulation of interacting solid objects must detect collisions at every
timestep. Naive collision detection between two objects is an O(nm) algorithm that
tests all n geometric primitives in an object against all m geometric primitives in
the other object. For self-collisions, the naive algorithm tests all n geometric prim-
itives in an object against all other primitives in that object and runs in O(n2)
time. Other operations that must occur during each timestep are approximately
O(n), and collision detection can easily become the simulation’s computational bot-
tle neck, rendering anything other than very simple systems intractable. To combat
this problem, some method must be used to efficiently determine which pairs of
primitives are likely to be colliding so that only those pairs can be tested. The
system performs the process of determining which pairs are potentially colliding
using a hierarchy of axis-aligned bounding boxes. Once a set of potentially colliding
primitive pairs has been found, an intersection test is performed on these primitives
and the results are passed to a collision response algorithm.
5.2.1 Bounding Hierarchy
The collision detection method used in this research makes use of a hierarchy of axis-
aligned bounding boxes to efficiently find potential collisions. As discussed in the
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previous section, this object partitioning scheme is not particularly well-suited for
objects that deform and change topology, nor is it ideal for detecting self collisions.
In order to accommodate these tasks, several changes have been made to the basic
algorithm.
The first step in the basic algorithm is to construct the bound tree for an object.
The primitives, in this case tetrahedral elements, that make up an object are par-
titioned into two sets using some spatial criteria. The most common criteria is to
compute the mass center and moments of the group of primitives and then split the
group along a plane that passes through the center and is normal to the smallest
moment. Primitives that intersect the plane are assigned to one side or the other,
but not split. This process continues recursively, with each split creating a deeper
level in the tree, until all groups contain only a single primitive. (See Figure 5.2.)
The topology of the tree is defined by the recursion path, so that the root node
corresponds to the original group, its two children each correspond to one of the
groups created by the initial split and so forth down to the leaves which each corre-
spond to a single primitive. An axis aligned bounding box is associated with each
of the nodes in the tree. The leaf bounds encompass the primitive associated with
the leaf node. The bounds at interior nodes encompass the union of the bounds
of the node’s children. The two-way split using a plane creates a binary tree, and
the moment based method for selecting the split plane is intended to generate a
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Figure 5.2: Hierarchical spatial division of the Stanford Bunny Model –
This figure illustrates the process of partitioning a model to build a bound tree. At
each split, the geometry associated with a node is divided into two groups along a
plane. The figure shows only one of these groups for each split.
well-balanced tree. However, the tree need not be binary and other splitting criteria
may be employed.
Once the bounding trees have been built, they may be used to determine the
locations of potential collisions. This task is accomplished by processing two sets
that contain pairs of nodes from the bound trees. The first set pending contains
the node pairs that remain to be examined, the second, found, contains a list of leaf




1 pending := {[root of first tree, root of second tree]}
2 found := {}
3 while not empty ( pending )
4 [a,b] = remove item ( pending )
5 if bounds overlap ( a, b )
6 if are leaf nodes ( a, b )
7 add item ( found, [a,b] )
8 else if is a leaf node ( a )
9 foreach c ∈ children of ( b )
10 add item ( pending, [a,c] )
11 else if is a leaf node ( b )
12 foreach c ∈ children of ( a )
13 add item ( pending, [c,b] )
14 else
15 foreach c1 ∈ children of ( a )
16 foreach c2 ∈ children of ( b )
17 add item ( pending, c1,c2] )
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The first improvement to the basic algorithm is to account for the deformation of
the objects stored in the tree in a manner similar to that used by van den Bergen [67].
Ideally, the entire tree would be recomputed each time the object deforms. However,
the objects will typically deform every timestep. The cost of rebuilding the tree for
an object is essentially the same as doing a binary sort of the primitives, and is too
large to be incurred at every timestep. However, the distance that each primitive
moves in a single timestep is small and the topology of the existing tree is likely to
be the same as the new one that would be built. Therefore, a linear time bottom-up
traversal is performed updating only the bounds at each node. The resulting tree
is still guaranteed to detect any overlaps, but it is potentially slightly less efficient
than the rebuilt tree would have been. The tree is rebuilt periodically to prevent it
from becoming highly inefficient. In the examples that are presented in this thesis,
the trees are typically rebuilt every 1000 to 10000 timesteps which corresponds to a
simulated time interval of about 1/1000 to 1/100 seconds.
This basic algorithm can be used to perform self collisions by calling it with
both tree arguments set to refer to the same tree. To prevent checking all collisions
twice, the two nested foreach loops are modified so that c2 does not take on values
that have already been taken by c1 in a previous iteration. Even with this minor
modification, this basic algorithm is not efficient for detecting self collisions because
the children of each node will, at the very least, overlap themselves. As a result,
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each node in the entire tree is visited at least once. In practice, most nodes will
be visited many times, once as part of a pair with themselves, and then as part of
many pairs with nodes that correspond to elements that are adjacent in the mesh.
Testing to determine that a pair of elements are mesh adjacent, as opposed to
colliding, is trivial. However, this test cannot be performed until the pair of elements
have actually been located; at that point the expense of traversing the tree has
already been incurred. However, as previously pointed out, the mesh does not move
a great deal during each timestep. As a result the self traversal performed during
one timestep is likely to be the same as the one performed during the next. Thus,
rather than recomputing the list of colliding pairs each timestep and then culling
adjacent pairs, the list can be computed, adjacent pairs culled, and the resulting list
used multiple times.
This traversal caching introduces two types of errors. First, pairs that are no
longer overlapping may be left in the list, and second, pairs that have become
overlapping may not be in the list. The first problem merely introduces a small
inefficiency by finding additional potential collisions. The second problem is more
serious as it could cause a collision to be missed.
To avoid missing collisions, the leaf bound computation is modified to grow the
bounds slightly. The amount of growth is determined from the velocity of the nodes
that define the element and a time interval that the bound is intended to be valid
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(p[i] + γv[i])− ε (5.2)
where ∆t is the desired time interval, ε is a small padding space that allows for minor
velocity changes, and p[i] and v[i] are the positions and velocities of the tetrahedron’s
four nodes as defined in Chapter 3. The effect on the bounding boxes is illustrated
in Figure 5.3. Unless ε is set to a large value (thus creating an inefficient tree), the
bounds are not guaranteed to be valid for the intended time interval because the node
velocities are subject to change as the simulation advances. Thus at every timestep,
a linear time pass over the leaf nodes is performed to determine if the bounds have
been violated. If they have, then the violated leaf bounds are recomputed, changes
are propagated up the tree, and cached traversals are marked as invalid. This partial
update replaces the bottom-up update discussed previously.
Although the above algorithm is a significant improvement over the straight-
forward use of bounding hierarchies, it is still far from optimal. An approach simi-
lar to the curvature based surface segmentation approach described by Volino and
Magnenat-Thalmann [69] would probably yield much better results. While it is not








Figure 5.3: Grown bounding boxes – To allow the bounding boxes to be used
over an interval of time, they are grown based on the velocity of the nodes and a
padding distance.
to solid volumes, it may be possible to devise a similar local criteria that can be
used to segment a solid object into regions that are not self colliding.
5.2.2 Tetrahedron Intersection Test
Once a set of potentially colliding pairs has been found, the actual object geometry
must be tested to determine if a collision has occurred. In the current implemen-
tation, there are three possible tests than must be performed: tetrahedral element
against another tetrahedral element, tetrahedral element against a plane, and tetra-
hedral element against a sphere. These tests correspond to testing and mesh object
against itself or another mesh object, testing a mesh object against a ground plane,
and testing a mesh object against a spherical object such as a wrecking ball.
To determine if two primitives are colliding, their overlap region is computed,
if this region is empty then no collision has occurred. The overlap region between
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Figure 5.4: Clipping tetrahedra against each other – The region defined by
the overlap of two tetrahedra is a convex polyhedron. Each face of the polyhedron
is a subregion of one of the faces from the tetrahedra.
two tetrahedra is computed by clipping one tetrahedron against the other. As
illustrated in Figure 5.4, the result of this computation is a convex polyhedron with
up to eight faces. The overlap region between a plane and a tetrahedron is computed
by clipping the tetrahedron against the half space defined by the plane, resulting in
a convex polyhedron with up to five faces. The sphere to tetrahedron test is a little
more difficult because the resulting overlap region is not a polyhedron. Rather than
complicate the collision response code, the tetrahedron is clipped against the sphere
and any resulting curved faces are approximated as planar.
Each of these three situations has a specialized test that can be performed
quickly. For example, a tetrahedron is colliding with a plane if and only if one of the
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nodes of the tetrahedron is on the negative side of the plane. However, the collision
response method, discussed in the next section, will require information about the
region where the two primitives overlap. Because most of the non-colliding primi-
tives have been culled by the bounding box test, it is more efficient to perform a test
that computes the overlap region than it is to use a quicker test and then compute
the overlap separately.
5.3 Collision Response
Once the collision detection algorithm has determined that the current configura-
tion contains a collision, the collision response algorithm computes a set of forces
that represents an appropriate, physical response to the collision. An appropriate
physical response is one that acts to separate the colliding objects, conserves linear
and angular momentum, and does not add energy to the system.
The collision forces are computed using a penalty method. Penalty methods
do not enforce a constraint exactly, instead a correcting force is computed once a
constraint has been violated. The function for computing the correction from the
constraint error is selected so that the errors remain within an acceptable bound.
Penalty methods work well with detection methods, such as the one described above,
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that detect penetrations rather than contact because the penetration can be used
as the constraint error.
Penalty methods are often criticized for generating stiff, unstable forces that can
cause difficulties for numerical integrators. However, I have not found this to be
the case for the systems I have worked with. The forces generated by the penalty
method are no worse behaved than the forces that are generated by the finite element
model. Penalty methods have the advantages that they are fast to compute, easy
to implement, and can be used to model a wide range of phenomena.
A collision force must be computed at each location where a penetration has
occurred. A penetration location corresponds to a pair of overlapping tetrahedra,
or a tetrahedron overlapping a sphere or plane. The force is described by three
quantities: a magnitude, a direction, and a point where it is applied. In addition to
the primary correcting force, a damping force and a friction force may be applied
also.
The magnitude of the penalty force is proportional to the volume of the overlap
region. Let F = {Fi} be the set of faces that defines the region, and let Pi = {pi,j}
be the clockwise ordered list of the vertices (points) that defines each face1. Then
1Note that the notation used here, particularly the indexing notation, is distinct from that used
in the previous chapters on deformation. Also, for a set, S, |S| indicates the number of items in
the set.
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[(pi,j − pi,1)× (pi,j−1 − pi,1)] · (q − pi,1) (5.3)
where q is an arbitrary projection point [34]. To reduce the effect of roundoff errors
q is selected to be one of the pi,j . An additional side effect of selecting q in this
way is that several of the terms in (5.3) become identically zero and need not be
computed.
The direction that the collision force acts in is determined from the faces of the
overlap polyhedron. In the case of two tetrahedra colliding, let one of them be
designated object A and the other object B. In the case of a tetrahedron colliding
with some other primitive, let the tetrahedron be object A and the other primitive
be object B. The set FA is the subset of F that corresponds to the faces of the
overlap polyhedron that arose from clipping the faces of tetrahedron A. The set FB









(pAi,j − pAi,1)× (pAi,j−1 − pAi,1)
 (5.4)
where normalize(x) = x/|x|. Because FA∪FB = F , FA∩FB = ∅, and the sum of




The location where the force is applied is the mass center of the overlap polyhe-





j=3 vol(q,pi,1,pi,j−1,pi,j)(q + pi,1 + pi,j−1 + pi,j)
4vol(F) . (5.5)
Where vol(F) refers to the volume computation of the overlap region given in (5.3),
and vol(q,pi,1,pi,j−1,pi,j) refers to the volume of the tetrahedra defined by the four
points q, pi,1, pi,j−1, and pi,j .
However, forces can only be directly applied to a tetrahedral element at its nodes.
Therefore, a set of four forces that can be applied at the nodes must be found such
that the net force and moment of the set is equal to the single force that is intended
to be applied to the overlap center. Additionally, these forces alone should not cause
the element to deform, thus they must be parallel to each other. Such a set of forces
can be computed for a tetrahedron using the barycentric coordinates of the overlap
center with respect to the world locations of the nodes, as shown in Figure 5.5.
Given any force, f , to be applied to a tetrahedron at any location, x, an equivalent
set of forces that can be applied to the nodes of the tetrahedron is given by
f [i] = b[i]f (5.6)
where b[i] are the barycentric coordinates of x with respect to the world locations of
the nodes. The computation of barycentric coordinates was described in Section 3.2.
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Figure 5.5: Barycentric distribution of collision forces – The collision force
is applied as if it originated at the center of the overlap region. Although forces can
only be applied to an element at its nodes, an equivalent set of forces acting on the
nodes can be found to replicate the effect of a single force acting on the element at
any location in space.
Once the collision response direction, the volume of the overlap, the center of
the overlap, and the barycentric weights have been computed, the information can
be used to compute the collision response forces. The force applied by the collision
response algorithm to each object is actually a set of three forces: a error response
force, a damping force, and a friction force.
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where kerr is a coefficient that relates overlap volume to resisting force.
The damping force models energy dissipation during the impact. It also acts
in the direction given by f̂
A
, but its magnitude is determined by a combination of
the node velocities and the overlap volume. For a pair of tetrahedra, the collision
















where kdmp is the dissipation coefficient, b
A
[i] are the barycentric coordinates of the
overlap center with respect to the tetrahedron from object A, vA[i] are the velocities
of A’s nodes, and bB[i] and v
B
[i] are defined similarly. The force on B can be computed
by swapping the A and B’s in (5.9), or equivalently by just negating fAdmp. If the









[i] is the node velocity relative to B expressed
in world coordinates.
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The final component of the collision response force is the friction component,f frc.







where w̄A[i] is the component of the node’s relative velocity, w
A
[i], that is perpendicular
to f̂
A
, and kfrc is the coefficient of friction between the two objects. To differentiate
between static and dynamic friction, a different value of kfrc is employed if the
magnitude of the result of the summation in (5.10) is near zero.
This method for computing collision forces satisfies the criteria listed at the
beginning of this section. Equal but opposite forces are applied to both objects,
so the net change in momentum will be zero. Because these forces are applied at
the same location in space, the net change in angular momentum is also zero. As
long as no tetrahedron becomes completely submerged in another object and no
tetrahedron has “poked through” another object, the collision forces will direct the
two objects away from each other.
However, if one of the tetrahedra does become submerged in another object then
the direction of the collision force is undefined because the face normal sum in (5.4)
will produce the zero vector. If a tetrahedra “pokes through” another object then
the collision force may cause the objects to be pushed through each other rather than
apart. Both of these situations are regarded as a type of tunneling and parameters
such as the simulation timestep should be selected so that they do not occur.
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The final criteria, that the collisions do not add energy to the system, is also
met. The friction and damping collision forces act against velocity vectors and are
therefore damping forces that dissipate energy. The error force is identical in form to
a linearized gas or volume based spring, and behaves elastically so that it conserves
energy. Of course, errors introduced by numerical integration could cause any of
the above forces to behave unstably, but this observation is also true of the internal
elastic forces.
An additional advantage of this collision method is that the resulting forces are
not dependent on the resolution of the mesh used to represent the objects, but
instead on the penetration volume which is a geometric quantity. Penalty methods
that make use of forces generated by the penetration depth of individual nodes are
resolution dependent. Additionally, certain colliding configurations do not involve




This chapter presents results obtained using the methods I have developed for an-
imating fracture. As stressed in the introduction, the goal of this research is to
generate visually realistic motion as opposed to rigorously predicting a particular
outcome, and because of this goal the results are primarily presented in a visual
fashion. Ideally this visual presentation would be through animated sequences so
that the generated motion could be viewed directly. Unfortunately, printing tech-
nology does not currently support moving images, therefore still image sequences
have been used in lieu of animations. These image sequences illustrate the static
appearance of the results, including the generated crack patterns, and also give a
rough notion as to the dynamic appearance of the motion.
In addition to demonstrating a static and dynamic appearance that is consistent
with real objects found in the physical world, the images are also intended to show
the generality of the methods. The examples demonstrate several different materials
under a variety of conditions.
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Although a realistic visual appearance is the primary goal of this research, exactly
what a “realistic visual appearance” entails is a subjective judgment. This topic will
be discussed further as a possible area for future work in Chapter 7. However, in an
effort to allow some form of objective assessment of the results at the current time,
Section 6.3 provides a direct side-by-side comparison of high-speed video footage of
situations involving breaking objects with simulation results for similar conditions.
6.1 Visual Results
The examples shown in Figures 6.1 through 6.7 illustrate some of effects that can be
modeled using the methods described in this thesis. The examples have been selected
to demonstrate generality and to give the reader an opportunity to subjectively
access the realism of the results.
The breaking ceramic bunny shown in Figure 6.1 provides an example of the type
of complex situation that this work is intended to address. Rather than a simple,
controlled experiment with a single crack propagating in isolation, the figure shows a
situation involving a network of many thousands of three-dimensional cracks within
the solid volume of a geometrically complex object. In addition to the primary
collision between the sphere and the bunny, there are many secondary collisions
among the fragments of the shattered bunny.
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Figure 6.1: Stanford Bunny model being shattered – A small, spherical object
moving along a circular trajectory strikes a hollow version of the Stanford Bunny
model, causing it to shatter. Images are spaced 200 ms apart.
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A similar situation is shown in Figure 6.2 where two similar walls have been
struck by wrecking balls of different masses. Both of these figures illustrate how the
methods that I have developed for animating fracture are able to produce visually
realistic results by demonstrating behaviors that are characteristic of real-world
events. For example, when struck by a massive wrecking ball, an adobe wall should
crack and, if the force of the impact is sufficiently great, be knocked over. A more
massive wrecking ball will tend to punch a hole in the wall and throw debris longer
distances.
Figure 6.3 shows another situation where the simulation method produces results
that are consistent with those observed in the real world. When struck by a falling
weight, the slab of glass develops a characteristic pattern of radial and concentric
cracks.
Figure 6.4 shows the final frames from four animations of bowls that were
dropped onto a hard surface. Other than the toughness, τ , of the bowls, the four
simulations are identical. The first bowl develops only a few cracks; the weakest
breaks into many pieces. These images demonstrate how an individual parameter
can be adjusted to achieve a range of behaviors. In this case, the effect of the pa-
rameter is relatively intuitive, however this is not always the case. Figure 6.5 shows
a series of images from five animations of a ceramic tray falling onto a hard surface.
Each image shows the tray after it has struck the surface but before the pieces have
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Figure 6.2: Adobe walls struck by wrecking balls – Two adobe walls that
are struck by wrecking balls. Both walls are attached to the ground. The ball in
the second row has 50× the mass of the first. Images are spaced 133.3 ms apart
in the first row and 66.6 ms in the second. The rightmost images show the final
configurations.
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Figure 6.3: Slab of glass that has been shattered by a heavy weight –
The pattern of radial and concentric cracks in the glass is common to real-world
situations like the one shown.
scattered. The damping parameters, φ and ψ, have been set to successively lower
values, resulting in progressively more violent impacts.
In addition to exploring the effects created as individual parameters, or a pair
of related parameters, are adjusted, groups of parameters may be selected to yield
a particular behavior. Figure 6.6 demonstrates some of the variety that can be
achieved by showing the results of projecting a ball through sheets of different ma-
terials that are suspended in a fixed, rigid frame.
Because fracture initiation and propagation are computed from the stresses that
arise in the material as it deforms, the methods I have developed can be used to
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.4: Bowls with successively lower toughness parameters – Each of
the bowls was dropped from the same height. Other than their toughness, τ , the
bowls have the same material properties.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (ε)
Figure 6.5: Trays with successively lower damping parameters – Each of
the trays was dropped from the same height. As the damping parameters, φ and ψ,
are set to lower values, the impact becomes more violent. In (e) the toughness, τ
has also been reduced. The images shown have been selected to show the tray after
impact and after the pieces have separated enough to show the crack pattern.
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model material behavior in a wide range of situations. Some of the ones that I have
demonstrated include falling on a surface, being struck by another object, and being
pulled apart. Figure 6.7 shows a window being blown out by an explosion and it
demonstrates another type of situation that can be modeled.
These results were not generated in real-time. The simulations were run off-line
and the generated output was then rendered using a commercial rendering pro-
gram1, Pixar’s RenderMan. Table 6.1 lists the amount of time that each simulation
required, on average, to produce the data for one second of simulated motion.
1Except Figure 6.7, which was rendered using a ray-tracer described in [72].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.6: Example range of material behaviors – The edges of the material
are fixed to a rigid frame as a projectile is hurled at the material. (a) A stiff, brittle
material. (b) A light (low density), slightly flexible, but still brittle material. (c) A
stiff material that deforms to a certain point and then begins to yield plastically.
(d) Same material as shown in (c) but with anisotropic toughness.
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Figure 6.7: Glass window shattered by a blast wave – The data for the explo-
sion was generated using a computational fluid dynamics model described in [72].
The blast wave overpressure pressure is approximately 3 atm when it reaches the
window. The images show the scene at 0 ms, 13 ms, 40 ms, 67 ms, 107 ms, and
160 ms.
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Table 6.1: Simulation Times for Examples
Example Figure Simulation Time
Wall #1 6.2 399 (Min/s)
Wall #2 6.2 1098 (Min/s)
Bowl #1 6.4.a 109 (Min/s)
Bowl #2 6.4.b 115 (Min/s)
Bowl #3 6.4.c 127 (Min/s)
Bowl #4 6.4.d 156 (Min/s)
Tray #1 6.5.a 1433 (Min/s)
Tray #2 6.5.b 1561 (Min/s)
Tray #3 6.5.c 1374 (Min/s)
Tray #4 6.5.d 998 (Min/s)
Tray #5 6.5.e 1182 (Min/s)
Bunny 6.1 17280 (Min/s)
Glass 6.3 273 (Min/s)
Explosion 6.7 544 (Min/s)
Comp. Bowl 6.16 347 (Min/s)
Comp. Tray 6.17 1371 (Min/s)
The End 7.1 4665 (Min/s)
The times listed reflect the total number of min-
utes required to compute one second of simulated
data, including graphics and file I/O. Times were




The previous section showed that the fracture model is able to generate a wide range
of effects, including many different material behaviors. Unfortunately, determining
what parameters will produce a desired material behavior is not always easy. Al-
though some parameters may have an intuitive effect on the material’s behavior,
many of them do not and the effect of sets of parameters changing together can be
counterintuitive. This problem is made more difficult because a single parameter
may influence several components of a material’s behavior. For example, the inter-
nal damping parameters influence how high an object will bounce but, as shown in
Figure 6.5, they also influence how the object will break.
One possible way of dealing with this problem is through the creation of material
libraries. Similar to the libraries that have been created to aid in assigning mate-
rial surface properties for shading, a library of physical materials would facilitate
selection of simulation parameters. The entries in the library would be built either
by experimentally determining the parameters of real-world materials, by looking
them up in the appropriate reference, or arbitrarily by the library author. Another
alternative would be to determine parameters using an optimization procedure that
matched a simulation’s output to a recorded event. An optimization process could
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potentially yield a parameter set that was very different than those of the actual
material but nonetheless generated similar behavior.
Once the library was built, users could either select a particular set of parameters
by the type of material, for example “terra-cotta,” or they could peruse example
simulations and select a set of parameters to achieve a desired behavior. Once
selected, the parameters could be adjusted to fine tune the material’s behavior.
The remainder of this section presents a small example material library, both
to provide an illustration of what is meant by a material library and to further
demonstrate the range of behaviors that can be created using the model. Because
this library is for illustrative purposes, it is fairly limited. In practice a library could
contain several hundred materials along with many variations of each. In addition to
a table listing the parameter values for each material, a figure exhibiting the behavior
of the material is provided. Because this library is for illustrative purposes, only
one example behavior has been provided for each material.
Figures 6.8 through 6.15 each show a sequence of images exhibiting the behavior
of the material as it is struck by a heavy projectile. The top row of each figure shows
a view from the front, and the bottom from the rear. The irregular time sampling
of the images has been selected to best highlight the behavior of the material.
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Tables 6.2 through 6.9 list the parameters used for each material. The density
values for each of the materials were taken from Marks’ Standard Handbook for
Mechanical Engineers [5]. Where available, the Lamé constants were obtained from
other references, however the values used in the simulations were reduced by a factor
of 1/50 to prevent instability. Where necessary, Lamé constants were computed from
the material’s modulus of elasticity and Poission’s ratio using standard conversion
formulae [19]. Other parameters were determined by trial and error to achieve a
result consistent with the desired material. To facilitate comparison, Table 6.10
lists the parameters for all of the materials together.
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Table 6.2: Simulation parameters for “Glass” material
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Lamé Constants λ 0.419 GPa
µ 0.578 GPa
Damping Constants φ 1.04 KPa·s
ψ 1.44 KPa·s
Plasticity Thresholds k1 —
k2 —
Density ρ 2595 kg/m3
Toughness τ 6.01 KN
Residual Propagation α 0.99
Density value from [5] for common glass.













Figure 6.8: Sample of “Glass” material
The images show the scene at 40 ms, 106 ms, 126 ms, 173 ms, and 440 ms.
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Table 6.3: Simulation parameters for “Iron” material
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Lamé Constants λ 0.759 GPa
µ 1.474 GPa
Damping Constants φ 18.98 KPa·s
ψ 36.85 KPa·s
Plasticity Thresholds k1 0.002
k2 0.211
Density ρ 7500 kg/m3
Toughness τ 24.82 KN
Residual Propagation α —
Density value from [5] for wrought iron.













Figure 6.9: Sample of “Iron” material
The images show the scene at 40 ms, 106 ms, 126 ms, 173 ms, and 545 ms.
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Table 6.4: Simulation parameters for “Lead” material
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Lamé Constants λ — GPa
µ 0.593 GPa
Damping Constants φ — KPa·s
ψ 14.84 KPa·s
Plasticity Thresholds k1 0.001
k2 0.991
Density ρ 11370 kg/m3
Toughness τ 11.88 KN
Residual Propagation α —













Figure 6.10: Sample of “Lead” material
The images show the scene at 40 ms, 106 ms, 126 ms, 173 ms, and 220 ms.
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Table 6.5: Simulation parameters for “Ceramic” material
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Lamé Constants λ 0.320 GPa
µ 0.484 GPa
Damping Constants φ 4.03 KPa·s
ψ 6.05 KPa·s
Plasticity Thresholds k1 —
k2 —
Density ρ 2051 kg/m3
Toughness τ 2.09 KN
Residual Propagation α 0.5













Figure 6.11: Sample of “Ceramic” material
The images show the scene at 40 ms, 106 ms, 173 ms, 240 ms, and 660 ms.
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Table 6.6: Simulation parameters for “Polystyrene” material
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Lamé Constants λ 0.0014 GPa
µ 0.0009 GPa
Damping Constants φ 0.037 KPa·s
ψ 0.025 KPa·s
Plasticity Thresholds k1 —
k2 —
Density ρ 46.45 kg/m3
Toughness τ 0.14 KN
Residual Propagation α 0.99













Figure 6.12: Sample of “Polystyrene” material
The images show the scene at 40 ms, 106 ms, 173 ms, 240 ms, and 480 ms.
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Table 6.7: Simulation parameters for “Soft Vinyl” material
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Lamé Constants λ 0.0378 GPa
µ 0.0252 GPa
Damping Constants φ 0.945 KPa·s
ψ 0.630 KPa·s
Plasticity Thresholds k1 0.0002
k2 0.98
Density ρ 1580 kg/m3
Toughness τ 3.35 KN
Residual Propagation α 0.99













Figure 6.13: Sample of “Soft Vinyl” material
The images show the scene at 40 ms, 106 ms, 126 ms, 173 ms, and 220 ms.
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Table 6.8: Simulation parameters for “Hard Vinyl” material
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Lamé Constants λ 0.0378 GPa
µ 0.0252 GPa
Damping Constants φ 0.945 KPa·s
ψ 0.630 KPa·s
Plasticity Thresholds k1 0.09
k2 1.49
Density ρ 1580 kg/m3
Toughness τ 3.35 KN
Residual Propagation α 0.99













Figure 6.14: Sample of “Hard Vinyl” material
The images show the scene at 40 ms, 106 ms, 173 ms, 240 ms, and 366 ms.
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Table 6.9: Simulation parameters for “Rubber” material
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Lamé Constants λ 0.0335 GPa
µ 0.0224 GPa
Damping Constants φ 2.51 KPa·s
ψ 1.65 KPa·s
Plasticity Thresholds k1 0.0102
k2 0.0252
Density ρ 2100 kg/m3
Toughness τ 2.10 KN













Figure 6.15: Sample of “Rubber” material
The images show the scene at 40 ms, 106 ms, 173 ms, 240 ms, and 393 ms.
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Table 6.10: Comparison of parameters from Material Library
Parameter Symbol Glass Iron Lead Ceramic Polystyrene Soft Vinyl Hard Vinyl Rubber
Lamé Constants λ 0.419 0.759 — 0.381 0.0014 0.0378 0.0378 0.0335
µ 0.578 1.474 0.593 0.575 0.0009 0.0252 0.0252 0.0224
Damping Constants φ 1.04 18.98 — 4.79 0.037 0.945 0.945 2.51
ψ 1.44 36.85 14.84 7.18 0.025 0.630 0.630 1.65
Plasticity Thresholds k1 — 0.002 0.001 — — 0.0002 0.09 0.0102
k2 — 0.211 0.991 — — 0.98 1.49 0.0252
Density ρ 2595 7500 11370 2435 46.45 1580 1580 2100
Toughness τ 6.01 24.82 11.88 2.48 0.14 3.35 3.35 2.10
Residual Propagation α 0.99 — — 0.5 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
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6.3 Comparisons
The goal of this work is realistic animation of fracture. However assessing subjective
quantities such as realism is difficult. One possible way to do so is to compare the
computer-generated results with images from the real world. Figure 6.16 shows
high-speed video footage of a physical bowl as it falls onto its edge compared to a
simulated approximation of the scene. Although the two sets of fracture patterns
are clearly different, the simulated bowl has some qualitative similarities to the real
one. Both initially fail along the leading edge where they strike the ground, and
subsequently develop vertical cracks before breaking into several large pieces.
A second comparison, of a real and simulated terra-cotta flower tray, is shown in
Figure 6.17. Unlike the bowl comparison, the gross motion of the real and simulated
trays after impact is quite different. The real tray bounces slightly and then tips
backwards. The simulated tray bounces and then twists to the side before falling
over backwards. The twist causes the two results to appear dissimilar. However,
closer examination reveals similarities. In both, the lip of the tray breaks off along
the leading edge where it strikes the ground. Additional portions of the lip break
off along the sides of the tray, going slightly further up on the (viewer’s) right-hand
side, which strike the ground first. Both trays also crack roughly in half when they
fall over and settle onto the ground.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of a real-world event and simulation – The top
row shows high-speed video images of a physical ceramic bowl dropped from ap-
proximately one meter onto a hard surface. The bottom row is the output from a
simulation where I attempted to match the initial conditions of the physical bowl.
Video images are 8 ms apart. Simulation images are 13 ms apart.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of a real-world event and simulation – Video images
are 200 ms apart. Simulation images are 166 ms apart.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
One of the fundamental goals of computer graphics is to develop realistic models
of the world around us. Rendering and geometric modeling address some of the
tasks that comprise this larger goal, but without motion the best that we can hope
to accomplish is a static, unmoving shadow of the dynamic world we live in. As a
result, developing methods for generating realistic synthetic motion for objects in
three-dimensional animated environments is an intrinsic part of computer graphics.
Designing the technology to realistically model the motion of the physical world is
an enormous undertaking, and the research presented in this thesis addresses one
particular piece of this task: fracture in solid objects.
The solution method I have developed possesses qualities that make it well suited
for use in computer graphics applications. The dynamic re-meshing detailed in
Chapter 4 is a fundamental improvement over previous techniques used in computer
graphics. It allows smooth, visually realistic fracture surfaces to be generated from
relatively coarse meshes, thus increasing the quality of the final results while lowering
the amount of computation that would otherwise be required to produce them.
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Another useful property is that my fracture algorithm determines where fractures
should initiate and how they should propagate using information about how an
object has been deformed, rather than employing ad hoc heuristics that are specific
to a particular situation. As a result, the method can be applied to a wide range of
physical situations. In Chapter 6, I demonstrated this quality by providing examples
showing breaking objects in several different scenarios. Furthermore, the physically
based nature of the fracture criteria allows it to be easily integrated with other
interesting material behaviors, such as plasticity. As a result, in addition to modeling
the behavior of objects under different conditions, the model is able to realistically
generate the behavior of a wide range of materials using the same fracture criteria.
This versatility was also demonstrated with the examples in Chapter 6.
Although I feel that my methods represent a significant advance in the graphical
modeling and animation of fracture, I also recognize that ample room for improve-
ment still remains. This fact is clearly demonstrated by the comparisons shown
in Figures 6.16 and 6.17. The real materials are stiffer than the ones I was able
to simulate, and as a result the real impacts have a more violent quality that is
not completely captured by the simulations. The real footage also demonstrates a
fineness of detail that goes well beyond what the simulation can represent; small
fragments and dust are created in the real-world events while the sizes of the small-
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est fragments in the simulations are limited by the re-meshing thresholds imposed
by stability considerations.
The amount of computation time required by my methods is another significant
limitation. Currently, simulations like the ones shown in my examples can take
anywhere from a few minutes to several hours to compute each second of simulated
motion. Ideally, I would like to have algorithms that could generate the motion
at real-time speeds, making the methods applicable to interactive applications such
as video games. Certainly, computers will become faster with time, but as they
do so the complexity of the models and scenes that users expect will also increase.
As a result, achieving real-time performance must be regarded as more than just a
question of acquiring faster computers.
Many of the immediate directions for future work involve improving the speed
of my simulation methods. Currently collision detection consumes the majority of
the computation time. At first glance, this cost may appear to be an artifact of
poor implementation because many efficient collision detection methods have been
developed by other researchers. However, as discussed in Chapter 5, these efficient
methods do not adequately address the problems that arise in detecting the self-
collisions within a mesh that can deform and change its topology. In Chapter 5,
I described a method I have developed that contains several incremental improve-
ments over previous methods, but its performance still leaves ample room for further
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improvement. Developing efficient and robust methods for detecting self collision
remains an area for future work.
Another area for future work that relates to computation time is decoupling the
graphical model used for rendering and the physical model used by the simulation.
Models that are used for rendering often contain very high levels of surface detail.
For example, the bunny model shown in Figure 6.1 has many small polygons that
were placed there by the artist to create the impression of fur. While these fine
details play a role in determining the appearance of the model, their effect on the
physical behavior of the model is not noticable because they have no significant
impact on the deformation of the object and their influence over where fractures will
form is not likely to be noticeable to a human viewer. Despite the fact that they do
not have a visible effect on the behavior of the object, their presence has a very large
impact on the speed and stability of the simulation. The large number of triangles
used to represent these details results in more tetrahedra whose motion must be
computed, and the small size of the tetrahedra tends to decrease the numerical
stability of the system so that it requires a smaller integration timestep. The net
result is that a these dynamically insignificant features greatly increase the cost of
the simulation. A technique that could determine which details are dynamically
insignificant, remove those details, compute the motion, and then return the details
to the results as they are rendered would be very useful.
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The ccurrent implementation can switch between either a forward Euler inte-
gration scheme or a second order Taylor integrator. Both of these techniques are
explicit integration schemes, and subject to stability limits that require very small
time steps for stiff materials. Another possible way to decrease the amount of time
required by the simulation might be through the use of semi-implicit1 integration
schemes rather than the explicit methods I have used. For certain types of simula-
tion, such as cloth, other researchers have demonstrated performance that is faster
by a factor of two to three orders of magnitude [9]. This speedup results from the
tendency of semi-implicit methods to exhibit integration errors as artificial damp-
ing. In contrast, errors with explicit integration methods tend to add energy to the
system, causing it to go unstable. The same methods used to enhance the speed of
cloth simulations could also be applied to fracture simulations provided there are
no adverse interactions between the large timesteps and fracture propagation. One
possible type of adverse interaction could be aggravating the crack speed related
artifacts discussed in Section 4.2.
1In the graphics literature there is some confusion about the terms explicit, implicit, and
semi-implicit when applied to numerical integrations. Explicit schemes only require a method
to compute the derivative (perhaps multiple derivatives) of the current state. In contract, implicit
methods require inverting the function that relates state to the derivative of the state. The po-
tential payoff with an implicit method is unconditional stability, but if the system is non-linear
(which most interesting systems are) then inverting the derivative function tends to be infeasible.
Semi-implicit methods approximate the inverse of the derivative function by linearizing around
the current state with the Jacobian of the state derivative function. Semi-implicit methods are
not unconditionally stable, but they are much more stable than an explicit method so long as
integration steps remain within the region where the linearization is a good approximation. Of
course, the fact that the system remains stable says little about the magnitude of the errors being
incurred. See [51] for further details.
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In addition to providing the direct benefit of saving time, faster simulation meth-
ods would also address the previously mentioned problem of the simulated materials
being more compliant than the real-world materials. The simulated versions of ma-
terials, such as glass, are not as stiff as they should be because simulating such stiff
materials with the current method would require very small timesteps. These small
timesteps cause very long simulation times, making simulations involving the stiff
materials too time consuming to be feasible. If the techniques described above pro-
vided a speed up of about 50× then simulated materials with stiffnesses comparable
to those of real materials could be modeled at the speeds that simulations using the
current materials now run at.
Faster simulation methods would not be particularly effective at addressing the
problem of modeling small fragments and dust. Finite element methods are best
suited for modeling objects that will demonstrate some significant amount of de-
formation. As a result, small fragments and dust particles that do not deform
appreciably are not well suited to being modeled with a finite element model. How-
ever, they are well suited to being modeled with techniques such as particle systems,
and finding a principled way to couple a particle-based model to a finite element
model could provide a solution to this problem.
The issue of modeling these small fragments actually belongs to part of a larger
problem: no one simulation method suits modeling all the various phenomena that
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are present in the real world. For example, Lagrangian finite element models, like
the one used in this research, excel in representing solids, but they do not perform
well for fluids. Other simulation methods, such as particle systems and Eulerian
finite differencing, model fluids well but not solids. Thus a model of any complex
environment must be comprised of sub-components that utilize different simulation
methods. The explosion image in Figure 6.7 illustrats a multi-component model.
The simulation used to generate the images uses a finite element fracture model for
the window and a fluid dynamics model for the explosions [72]. In addition to devel-
oping the component simulation methods, coupling multiple systems together raises
the question of how the interfaces between dissimilar systems can be modeled. Some
of my previous work addresses this issue to a limited extent [47], but it is far from
a solved problem. In particular, my previous work only looked at the issue of how
forces are communicated between two systems. In addition to exploring that issue
further, the question of transitioning material from one model to another should be
investigated. For example, in the case of small fragments described above, moving
the material that comprises a fragment from the finite element system a particle
system constitutes a type of coupling between the two systems that is distinctly
different than a coupling generated through the exchange of forces.
Another important area for future work lies in improving the usability of physi-
cally based animation methods. Chapter 6 discussed the construction of a library of
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predefined materials as a way to facilitate selecting simulation parameters. Such a
library would be very useful for specifying the general properties of a material’s be-
havior, but it would not help with subsequent fine tuning. Adapting techniques for
computer-guided parameter specification, such as design galleries [39], might provide
an intuitive way to allow users to adjust simulation parameters. Another possibility
would be using simulation steering techniques such as those proposed by Chenney
and Forsyth [14] and by Popovic and his colleagues [50].
Beyond determining material parameters, simulation steering techniques would
allow users to specify a specific outcome while still having the computer fill in the
details of the motion in a way that looks realistic. Simulation steering techniques
have already been developed for simple systems [14, 50], but they have not yet been
adapted to more complex simulation methods that would involve larger search spaces
and trial times. Given the inherent difficulty in controlling physical simulations
directly, simulation steering techniques will, no doubt, be an important area for
future work.
Throughout this thesis, one of the goals I have focused on has been achieving
“physically realistic” looking motion. However, I have not provided a concrete def-
inition of what it means to appear realistic. Certainly, we each have an intuitive
definition of what it means for a particular motion to look real, but intuitive defi-
nitions do not lend themselves to creating objective metrics and most of the results
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that I have presented can only be judged subjectively. In Section 6.3, I attempted
to address this issue by providing side-by-side comparison of my simulated results
with real-world footage, but those comparisons still rely on subjective assessment
by the viewer.
Studies of human subjects provide one possible way to make assessment by hu-
man viewers more objective. By combining the responses from a large set of ob-
servers, the effect of individual biases can be minimized. Unfortunately, designing
studies that provide useful results can be difficult, particularly if one wishes to
answer vague questions such as “Does this look realistic?” Furthermore, actually
gathering the data for the experiments may require significant amounts of time
and effort. Nonetheless, studies involving human viewers can be quite useful for
answering questions about specific motions [23].
An alternative approach to user studies would be to try to compare measurable
qualities from real-world events with results from a simulated version of the event.
For example, one might run several trials where real bowls were broken by dropping
them from a fixed height. The number, size, and distribution for the resulting
fragments could then be recorded and compared to results from simulations with
similar initial conditions. The success of this approach depends on whether the
quantities being measured are consistent from one trial to the next. In the case of
objects breaking, small changes in how the object is dropped or variation in internal
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flaws can have very large effects on the resulting fracture pattern, making the validity
of this assumption questionable. This approach also assumes that the qualities being
measured are somehow relevant to the perceived realism of the motion.
In the fields of image processing and psychophysics, a significant amount of ef-
fort has been devoted to developing an understanding of how people perceive still,
pixelated images. One of the results of this effort is models that can be used to
measure the perceived difference between a pair of images [38]. In addition to pro-
viding a useful tool for evaluating the effect of image manipulation algorithms, such
as lossy image compression, the models can be integrated directly into algorithms
that perform other tasks. For example, Bolin and Meyer have developed an adaptive
rendering method that uses a perceptual metric to select image samples [13].
Our current understanding of how people perceive three-dimensional motion is
still too limited to allow the construction of a model that predicts how human viewers
will perceive a particular motion. The problem is fundamentally more complex than
it is for still images both because of the inherent time aspect, and because the model
would probably have to account for effects due to the conversion from a three-
dimensional geometric representation to a pixelated image. Although developing
such a model will undoubtedly be a difficult task, the potential benefits to the field
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This thesis addresses the problem of graphically modeling and animating the realistic
behavior of materials that can undergo fracture due to deformation-induced stress.
Using an approach based on linear elastic fracture mechanics and non-linear finite
element analysis, three-dimensional volumes are modeled using a mesh of tetrahe-
dral elements. By analyzing the stresses created as the mesh deforms, the simulation
determines where cracks should begin and in what directions they should propagate.
The system accommodates arbitrary propagation directions by dynamically retesse-
lating the mesh. Because cracks are not limited to element boundaries, the models
can form irregularly shaped features as they shatter. This technique overcomes lim-
itations of previous methods that made it difficult to represent the shape of the
fracture’s surface. Results are presented to demonstrate that this method can be
used to animate complex, real-world situations in a compelling, realistic fashion.
